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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
O. CONSTRUCTION BUILDINGS, R~CE AND FLORIDA 
I !Wage Rate I Man-hoursl I 
J . ' or I or Mat • I Wage Rate t Man-hours I or or Mat. 
Mat.Price per A.3 TOILETS (3) 
----, 
1 A.l MOVABLE TOOL SHEDS (2) Mat.Price 1 per . 1 Cost per I 1-- tr Unitfoj~TProject I 
I Productio:-Labor 
--+-1 P_e_r, Unit Project Cost per I Proj ect I 
_ _;__-I 
I 
Carpenter ~ ~~ 2.35 1 3% I C92 .82 j 
Labor I 1.so 1 1ot 1:1-72 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST I 1108~57 
I I Material 
2" x 4" #2 Douglas Fir 
2" x 6" #2 Douglas Fir 
2" x gn #2 Douglas Fir 
1" x 4n #2 Yellow Pine 





98.00 . t 624 
80.00 1130 
85.00 I_ 184 
95.00 11184 
3/4u Plyscore 
Gan Tar Asbestos 
182.00 f144 
Plastic .69* · 2 
Screen Doors 8.31 3 
TOTAL MATERIAL I 
r 
Deduct 50% for reused l 
material I 
NET MATERIAL CHARGE 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL C~ST 


















TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 























STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
0. CONSTRUCTION BUILDINGS, RACE A1~ FLORIDA 
-
11Wage Rate I Man•hours ~---~ 
A.4 GAS LND OIL DUMP Mat.Price per Cost per · or ~ or Mat. I 
--------------- I Per~- Pro.joat ~oject_1 
Production Labor 1 ( 
Carpenter 1f:! 2.35 I 8.00 I (318.80 
Labor 1. 50 I 4.00 
1 
_ 6.0Q 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 24.80 
Material 
4" x 4" #2 Douglas Fir 
211 x 2n #10 Wire Nesh 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
Deduct 50% for reused material 
NET MATERIAL CHARGE 


















·* P'.c:!.ce from Harris Bros. Go~, C0.:!..~n.go, 1950 Sprii1g Catalog. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
0._ CONSTRUCTION BUILDINGS, RACE AND FLORIDA 
I . I I I IHage Rate 1 Man-hours I or I or Mat. 1 - ~Waga Rate or f Man-hoursJ f or Mat. 1 1 
B. OFFICE IMat.Price per JCost per 
I I
Per Unit Proj ect Project 
,...___ ------i---- I ---
Production Labor I I I 
Carpenter B 2.35 1212.25 p498.79 
Labor r 1.50 128~ 75 1193.12 
Plumber 2 .37-} 1 6. 75 16"' 03 
Labor I 1.50 t 6. 75 f 10.12 
Truck j 2.06 13.50 27.gl 
. TOTAL PRODUCTION L.ftBOR COST 
I 
Material I ~ 
2" x 6" #2 Douglas Fir 96.00 038 
2" x 4" #2 Douglas Fir 91~25 120 
1" x 2" #2 Yellow Pine 80.00 41 
1•• x 611 #2 Yellow Pine 1' 85.00 730 
lD x 8n #2 Yello1..r Pine 87 ~00* 459 
2" x gn #2 Douglas Fir I 98.00 I 795 
1/2" Insul. Bldg. Bd. 
1 
4' x 8' Sheets ·1 54.00** I 768 
2' x 8 1 x 25/32" Insul. 1 I l 95.00 ~144 
4' x 8' x 3/8" Sheetrockl 39.00*** 1640 
15" x L .. 8" x 4" Rockvool 1 59.00 1 240 
Batts 1 I 1211 x lS" x 2" Foamglas f .31 18 
Smooth Surfaced Roll Roof-























I Screen Doors 8~15*** 
I Screen Wire .09.*** 
TOTAL LABOR AND ~\TERIAL COST 
l 40" x 40" Barn Sash 4.31*** 
! Padlocks f 1.39** l't Water Pipe _-l?t** 
1
1 lt~ Water Pipe I ._24** 
i TOTAL MATERIAL COST I . 




I * Rate based on 1' x 6' Rate I 
per f Cost per I 
Proj ect tProject . 
--- ___ , 
17 (>239.02 
30 l 2._10 
17 I 202.98 
3 24.45 
14 1.26 










1 ** Rate from Sears-Roe buck 1950 catalog. . f 
f *** Rate from Harris Bros. Co., Chicago, 1950 Spring Catalog 
3 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
O. GONSTI{UCTION BUILDINGS 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --4 I (NOoTH uf\RKET) Wngo RatG Man-hoursl II f Wage Rate Man-hours I I 
I n. rJH. o~ or Mat . t' f or or Mat. f c. JIG TABI,ES, SAW TABLES Mat.Price per Cost per ~ D. TOOLS & EQUIPMENT .Mat.Prici per 1 Cost per I t--LND_O_F_l~CE Per Unit ~ J>::oj a?t~ojectll --------ter ~nit Project_! Pr~je::.!_ 1 
1
1 
Production Labor I I Production Labor, Race and Florida I 1 
Carpenter ~~ 2.35 299.75 . ~.~704.41 Carpenter ,~ 2.-35 I 36 I ) 84.60 I 
I Labor ! 1.50 129.75 I 194.62 I Labor 1.50 I 11.50 17~25 I 
I Electrician 2.32t 51.50 119.74 I 11 I . I t Production Labor, North Market I. TOTAL PRODUCTION -·LABOR COS 1,018. 77 1 CarpentGr I 2.35 I 27.50 64.62 I 1 I I Labor 1 1~ 50 1 6;00 _ 9~.00 
f Machine Rental I 11 I I I 3 Saw, Wilson, 5A Radial 9.83 -2 f 58.98 1 TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST f 175.47 
I Sat.r, De1.ra 1 t Radia 1 9. 83 4 1 ____.29 • '32 1 l -- Machine Rental (R & F, and N. M.) I TOTAL MACHINE RENTAL 98.30 I' 3 Skilsaws #77 11 6.30 Generator-3 Kilo•.Jatt 12.80 TOTAL LABOR AND MACHINE COTS 
1
.>1,117 .07 fl Generator-5 Kilowatt 25.59 i · Carter Door Planer 4.34 
I Carter Router 2 •34 I Carter Lock Morticer · 3.24 · CH & E Gasoline Saw 15 • .00 
( ~ Craftsman Jointer 5~00 
TOTAL MACHINE RENTAL 



















STAFF HOUSING RESSARCH PROJ~CT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
1. LAYOUT ;:1 904ASF ;r.-~24~ SF---~--131~~~ 
r----------- W~g~ Rate- Han-hours.-- Ma~-h;ursl -- Man-ho~; -----J~-Man:ho~;;r---1 -- 1 or or Mat. Cos or I C t or Cost - or Cost 
1 Mat.Price per 100 Net ~zterial Per Material - Per Materi~1 1 Per 
----: 
Production Labor II I I 
City Enginear $ 1.8~ 2.35 $ 4.41 3.87 ~ 7.26 1 2.60 $ 4.87 
City Labor 1.50 ,, 2.25 3.37 4.07 6.10 t 3.37 · 5.05 
Carpenter 2.35 3.65 8.58 4.80 lL,28 6.67 15. 67 






















STAFF HOUSING RZS~RGH PROJ. ~CT - CO:tviPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYP-~ OF rDUS~ ~ - NET lli~ITS 
_. 2. EARTH PRF.PARAT]:ON __ ___:__ __ J:~---~-A--==--=-~-j_·-- B ~~·· = r--=~c·- ---= 
I Fa.1e Rc:.te i :M.an-hours( IMa.n-hours ~ 'j Mn.n-hours f IMan-hours J or 1 or Mat. f Cost per or . Cost 1 or i Cost J or J Cost f 
lA .' & B. SCilliPE AND FILL Price f per t Nc.: terial I Per I ~.aterial f Per Ne.terial t Per 1 ·r--·--~-- _ Unitfr:~ct ., ProiecL Pe!:__Hou~ I· __ !J£U_<!~f~· HogE§'.{___l!ou~ )~§'Lfb':'sef-_K:usei 
I . . f .. ~ I I .. I l I t' , I Operat1ng EngJ.neer-Bulldozer ~~~ ,.:..25 40.25 J .!;90 . 5( I 1 I j I I 
Operating Engineer-Crane-Ins1ey 2 .~5 15.50 34.87 f 1 f J 
Survey Engineer 1.87t 2.75 l 5.16 l 1 1 f 1 . t 
Oiler-Crane-Insley 1.90 13.50 i 25.65 t' I I I J I ~ 
t*Truck 2.06 25.00 
1
. 53.56 I f 1 l 
Truck Driver 1.55 25.00 38.75 ~· l f j i 
Crane, Insley 15.50 488.38 t I J 1 
lBulldozer-D-4 3.24 40.25 t 130.44 fr I · ! Labor 1.50 31.75 L 4.'hf&. 
1 
I It 




1cosT PER HouSE I~ 30.50 ! I i ! I I I I I I 
I I i t I i 
I I I I II 
I I I I 
I I I I 
l t · I 1 i I I . 1 











STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
A B I c 3. EXCAVATION 125 L.F. 157 LI>F. 209 L.F. 
Wage Rate Nan-hours Man-hours I Man-hours I Man-hours I 
or or Mat. Cost per or f Cost or Cost I or Cost 
TRENCHING Mat.Price per 100 Net Material 1 Per Material Per Ma"ts:-ial f Per . I Per House Per Unit 100 L.F. Units Per House House Per House House House .A 
eduction Labor: 
I 
$23.31 t Labor $ 1.50 9.9 $14.85 12.37 $18.56 15.54 20.69 $31.03 
Pr 
chine: 
* Trenching machine 15.00 1.47 22.05 1.84 27.60 2.31 ~4.651 3 •. 07 46.05 (Includes operator & oiler ---
hired from outside source} I 
~L TRENCHING COST I $36.90 $46.16 $57.961 
I 
$77.08 
I T PER L.F. $ .37 I 




I I I I I f I I I I I I 
I I I . I I I I ~ I 
( *) Hired from Cross Construction Company 
r1 
/. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
I 








TOTAL FILL COST 
3. EXCAVATION 
Wage Rate Man-hours 1 








TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
.A 
800 S.F. 



















B -+. c~ 1104 S.F. 1159 S.F. 
Man-hours 1Man-hours I 
1 
or Cost or Ccst 
Ma teriRl Per f Ma te·eial Per 
Per House House I Per House House f 
I 29.90 $44.85 35.68 $53~52 I 
- ~-· ---· 
$44.85 $53.52 
I I 
STAFF HOUSING RES~ARCH PROJ~CT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
4. FOill~DATIONS, FOOTINGS 
,---·----------------Wage -Rate Man-hours 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material 
2., x 611 - #2 Fir 
1/2" Steel Reinforcing Rods 
TOTAL ~ATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & MATERIAL COST 
COST PER LF OF FORMS 
$ 2.35 .055 





TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
--12~ A LF 157 B LF r--214 C LF - --~ -·'Ma~-hour;r- Man-hour;r--~Man-h~urs 1i----~ Cost per · or 1 ~~st or Go~t I or Cost 100 Net Materialt Per Material Per Material 1 Per I 
Units Per House _tiou~L .fer House House ~.House I House 
~12 .92 6.87 ~16 .14 8.63 $20.28 11.~r- t~.6:,1 
_ _l?.2S 6.87 I 10.30 8.63 12.~ 11.77 I _1-1.&2.1 
21.17 26.44 33.22 1 ·45.311 




















----1 ~ 16.871 
l $62.18 ' 




STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT - COHPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - :NET UNITS 
4. FOUNDATIONS 1- A 152 B L. F. ~--__3:_04 C L .F.~ 
I ----~W~ge Rate I M~n-hours---~ IMa;:ho~:o, L.F • Man-hours 11 I Man-hours J or or Mat. Cost per I or Cost or Cost or Cost 
I
! B. CONCRETE PL.\CING Mat.Price I per 100 ~Tet Material j Per :Material Per 1 Material Per 
Per Unit L.F. --~nit_s_1l:er ~~~:+_Hm:~se_ ..... Per Housel House_J..:11 P~r H~~ House I Production Labor: I I Labor $1 .50 .069 $10.35 8.28 $12.42 10.49 $15 .73 
I TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST . 
I 
Materials: 
1-2-~ concrete .(5 sacks 
cemsnt per yard, 4000 
lbs. :pel' ya::td) 
TOTAL LABOR AND MA.Tf:RIAL COST 
COST PER L.F. 


























STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT · - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - ~lliT UNITS 
4.~~~ ·-~--3-6-5· -:-r-~-----4·6--:-B_l_k--~~--6-2-.3-CB_l_k ___ l 
---------------------~~----W-a_g_e_R_a_t_e __ M_a_n---h-our--s-~~~---------T1-1a-n---h-our--s~~---------~-M-an·-_-h_o_ur_s~--------rM--a-n--h-o~ur---s~~----------,1. 
or or Mat. Cost Per or Cost or Cost o- Cost 
i C. CONCRE'l~ BLOCK Mat.Price per 100 Net Material I Per i'-!aterial Per Hate~ial I Per · L Per Unit 100 Block Units I Per House Hou~e Per House House Per House House I 
1
1 
Production Labor: I I j 
Masons $3.25 3.4 $11.05 12.38 $ 40.23 15.81 $ 51.38 21.18 · $ 68.83 I 
Skilled Labor 1.65 3.1 5.11 11.28 18.61 14.41 1 ____ 23o77 19.31 ____ 3 __ 1. __ 86 __ 
1 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 16.16 58.84 75.15 100.69 
Haterial: 
8" x gn X 1611 hollow 
concrete block 19.50 100 19.50 365 70.98 465 90.67 623 121.48 
Alpha mortar mix 70# bags .95 70 .95 255 3.46 323 4.38 437 5.93 
Fine sand, 270J# per yard 2.75 .15 .41 .55 1.51 .70 1.92 .93 2.56 
Roll roofing 45.# 108 sq.ft. 2.25 1/6 I .37§- 2/3 1.50 5/6 _2.87 I 1-1/6 2·.62 per roll 
T OTAL MATERIAL COST I 21.23t 77.45 98.84 t 132.59 
I . 
T OTAL LABOR AND MATERIJ.I.L COST $.37.39t $136 .29 $173.99 $233.28 
lc OST PER BLOCK USED I $ .37t I t I I I 
1/. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEl~CH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - 1~T UNITS 
T 
4. FOUNDATION ~-- 116.~ L,F, B c 148.0 L.F. 153.,5 L.F. 
Wage Rate i'-ian-hours Man-hoursl Ivian-hours J.vlan-hours I or or Mat. Cost per or I Cost I or Cost or Cost 
. INSULATION - FOAMGLAS Mat.Price per 100 Net f.t.lateria1 Per !Material Per Mater ia1 Pc: .. I 
Per Unit L.F. Units Per Housel House 1Per House House Per House House l 
.. l $ 6.45 I eduction Labor: 1-$ 9.90 Labor $1.50 .043 5.01 $ 7.51 t 6.36 $ 9.54 6,60 I -








terial: I I Foamglas 211 x 12n X 1811 I I I block, 18 S.F. per carton .31 1.53 ~~ 178.2 I 55.24 I 226.4 70.18 234.8 1~2.Z2._ 
TAL MATERIAL COST 47.43 55.24 70.18 72.79 
Na 
TO TAL LABOR AND MA.TERIAL COST $53.88 $62.75 $79.72 $82.69 
I 
I I ST PER L.F. $ .54 I I co 
I I I l I I l I 
/;}.., 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS r· A B I cl 4. FOUNDATIONS ~ . 121.6 L.F. 153.6 L.F. ~ 198 o8 L.F ~ j I Wage Rate I Man-hours ! ! Man-hours Man-hours I Man-hours I I Cost J:er or Cost or Cost 1Mat~·~ia1 I Cost or or Mat. E. TERMITE SHIELD Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per Per ; 
Per Unit L.F. Units Per House House Per House House Per House House I 
Production Labor: I 
Carpenter $2.35 .028 $ 6.58 3.40 ' $ 7.99 4.30 $10.10 5.57 $13.08 : 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST I 8.53 I 10.36 13.08 16.95 
ateria1: I I 
3 oz. copper coated sisal- I 
kraft 1011 wide - 100 S.F. 
120 L.F. per roll. .17 .5 8.50 60.8 10.34 76.8 13.06 99.4 16.90 
OTAL MATERIAL COST 
I 
8.50 10.34 13.06 l I 16.90 I I I I I I $17.03 $20.70 $26.14 $33.85 OTAL LABOR AND Mll.TERIAL COOT I I 
I 





STAFF HOUSING RES~ARC~ PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
L... FOUriDATION ---::A;;----152 BLF---]----19~.:--:--·. 
____________ _.........__.... .. ~w· age Rate I Man-hours I -- I~r·o~;r-__...__ Man-r~· --- I ~-h~~~;r- - ---
or or Mat. l Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
F ANCHOR BOLTS Per Unit LF Uni_ts . Per House House Per House __ House Per Housel Eouse, p~~~~;ion ~~bo: ______ _.,..._$· --·1-._...5,__0"""'-'---t--~052- ~.7.8_0 6.24 ---~--:·~~~ -7.90-- _1:;11.8S 10.34 r-::.51 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material , 
Anchor Bolts 1/211 x 12" 
Machine I Ready Mixed Concrete, 1-6 I Mix. Grouting 
~TOTAL MAT~IAL COST 
f TOTAL LABOR & MA TFRIAL COST 
COST PER LF 
I --- I -----
1 7.80 I 9.36!1 11.85 15.511 
.06 1.20 t 25 I 1.50 34 2.04 I 50 3.00 






ll ,. .972 - 9.8_2 1.23 J~~ 1.61 I 11.35 14.50 I 
$26.35 l 




Note: Cost varies due to number of Anchor Bolts used. 
11. 
STAFF HOUSING Il~S~ik'tCE PROJ~CT - COl'-iPOSIT::-; COST STUDY 
TYP~ OF HOli SZ - rL~T lfl TITS 
4. FOUNDATIONS ~-~l.~ U 153.~ LF-- 1 206.~-:-





TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Naterial 
21l X L:-11 - ~;!:2 Fir 
Alpha Nortar Nix-701B Bags 
Fine Sand-2700::~ Per Yd. 
TOTAL I'1AT:ZUIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & V~T~IAL COST 
or I or Mat . Cost per or Cost or I Cost or Cost 1 
Mat.Price per 100 iJGt Material t Per l'·Ieterial Per Me:ceria1 Per l 
:er Uni t_T_1F ---~ni t_s_ . +Pe_!: B~ _ /'House Per HoU.§!L,_~._!louse Per HouseL _Ho~· 
<P 2.35 .046 .,>10 .81 I 5.59 !13 .14 7.06 ,>16 .59 9.51 l)22 .35 




16.36 19~88 I -25.11 -;3.76 
6.39 35 7.76 107 
.47t . 61 50 . \..) 






















5. l A. GRAVEL FILL 
Production Labor: 
Labor 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material: 
j Washed gravel 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR AND ~1A.TERIAL COST 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
.A B c 
FLOORS 800 s. F. 1104 S.F. 919 S.F. 
Wage Rate Man-hours 
or or Mat. Cost per 
Mat.Price per 100 Net 
Per Unit 100 S .F. Units 
$1.50 1.5 $2.25 
2.25 





or C ost 
er 
ouse liiaterial t' PPer House H 
12 $1 8.00 
1 8.00 





or Cost or Cost 
Material Per Mate1 ial Per 
Per House House Per House House 
.. 
16.56 $24.84 13.78 $20.67 
24.84 20.67 








STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH ffiOJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
I A l B I c 5. FLOCRS 6 56 L.F. 75.3 L.F. 70.6 L.F. 
I 'Wage Rate 1 Man-hours I hours I tMan-hoursJ lMan-ho~s l or Mat. Cost per J or I Cost or 1 Cost I or j Cost I or 1 
l B. DUCT WO!LX PLACING Mat.Price per 100 Net !Material I Per Materisl Per He.tej:-ial Per 
~--- Per Unit L.F. Units 1Per Housei House Per House House Per House House I I Production Labor: I Labor $1.50 .39 $58.50 I 21.84 $32.76 29.37 $44.05 27.53 $41.29 I 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 58.50 I 32.76 44.05 41.29 I 
Material: 
Bell.& Spigot Sewer 
10n x 3' concrete tile .60 60.00 30 18.00 36 21.60 27 16.20 
1211 x J' concrete tile .72 72.00 27 19.44 33 23.76 33 23.76 
12a x 10n x 2tt glazed -
double tee .8.17 2 16.34 1 8.17 1 8_.17 
12" glazed tile ell 4.10 1 4.10 2 4.10 
611 x 1011 sheet metal fittings 1.25 4 5.00 5 6.25 4 5.00 
Mortar mix 70 lb. bags .95 .25 .24 .33 .32 .33 .32 
Mortar sand 2.75 .75 .20 1.00 .27 1.00 .27 
Bar-X-lath, 2' x 8 1 for 
plenum chamber .0207 16 .33 16 .33 16 .33 
Ready-mixed concrete for 
plenum chamber 1, 2, Jt 
J mix (5 sacks cement per 
4000 lb. yard) 11.30 .5 5.65 .5 5.65 .5 ~ TOTAL MATERIAL COST I ,.,65 .2.0 ~0.45 63.80 I 
ITOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 14.50 $105.09 1 I 997.96 
/1. 





















Sisalkraft, 1000 S.F. rolls 
5, 6 & 7 fto widths 12.50 
OTAL JYIATERIAL COST I 
IT OTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 
Man-hours 
or Nat. Cost per 
per 100 Net 
100 S .F • . Units 











TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS , _______ _ 
B c I 
1184 S .F. 1003 S.F. 
n-hours I Man-ho~-r-s-J ----~ 
or Cost o:- Cost I 
teria1 1 Per Material I Per 
r Ho~H_o_u_s_e_ ...... P_e_r_H_o_u_s_e,..___H_ou_s_e_ 
A 
I 864 S.F. 
Man-hoursf [Na 
or I Cost IHa Naterial I Per 
Per House House Pe 
3.20 $> 4.80 
~-
4.38 $ 6.57 3.71 JL~·s6 __ t 
l 4.80 
I 




994 12.42 1 
----
12.42 
I $17.22 I I 
,362 17.02 11,153 ' I 14.41 f I 17.02 14.41 I I $23.59 I $19.97 l I 
I I 




TYPE OF HOUS~ - I~T UNITS 
--- --·-·-----+------ ··---
A. B . c~ 864 SF 1184 SF 1003 SF 
Man-hours I ·- Man-1;_ours ~1an-hours ~-- Man-h-;;:c;f 
or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost I 
per 100 Net aterial Per Material Per Materia l Per 
--------- -~ge Rate l 
-fh-_  FLOOR SLAB er Uni.-..t -+--= 
1.02 $ 2. 55 I 8.81 ~~22.02 12.08 $30.20 10. 23l $25.57 l ~Production L~bor 1 Cement Finisher I Iron vlor::er 
Labor 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 




. 1000 SF per roll 16.00 
·* Re.ady mixed concrete - 1, 2, 
.45 1.26 3.89 I 10.93 I 5.33 14.98 4.51 12.67 
1.72 _2.58 ],4.86 _22.22 120.36 30.:g, 17.25 I 25.§2 
6.39 I 55.24 II 75.72 I 64.11 
I· 
1.92 960 15.36 ~,325 21.20 1.20 1,204 19.26 
3t mix (5 bags cement 
per 4,000 lb. yd.) I 11.30 
Vermiculite Strip r 




** Portland Cement 95 lb.Bgs 1.05 
~~* Zono1i te Aggregate 281B I 
Bg. 1.50 
TOTAL HA':f.'~IAL COST 
4.5 4.72 
4.5 _6. 75 
28.76 
lroTAL Lll.BClli. & MA.T:&:IAL COST ·:·35.15 
basT Pill 100 SF 
* Net Units for \vire mesh .j. concrete - A.8oo. B.ll04. C.919SF 
*1~Net . Units for cement I zono1ite - A.62.7 B. 89 C.83.8 SF 
2.82 2.96 
2. 82 _h~1 
I 145.49 
I 
l '.5200. 73 
I $23.23 
4.0 4.20 3.77 3.96 
4.0 6.00 3.77 5.65 




I I $23.37 
19. 
STAFF HOUSING r.~s: :ARCE PROJ·-;cT - COMPOSIT3 COST STUDY 
TYP~ OF HOUS: - NJ:T UNITS 
t- - ·- ·-;-- -t B I c I 
----·-----'5~·--.:.F.=L.;;..;OO~R.;.:;:;~s~-- ---~ 75Q_§f___ l,03J_ SF 875 ~E __ ---· 
J Wage Rate l'-'lan-hours l Man-hours I Man-hours I Man-hours i 
or or Nat . Cost per or Cost I or Cost I or Cost 
E. FLOm~ FIEISE 
Production Labor 
Tile Layer 
TOTAL PRODUCTIQNiABOR COST 
Material 
9" x 9" Asphalt Tile, John's 
~~nville, includes 
mastic. Grade IIBIJ 
TOTAL NAT.t~HIAL COST 
'1'0T.AL LA.BOR & lVffi.TE:. ~IAL COST 
:Mat .Price per 100 Net Mate:d.2J. 1 Per Material Per Mater~.al Per 1 
Per _ Un::b.~t__,-=;.;:;. 
.1# 
1.15 :2. ~. 7Q 1 8.62 ~p.2£ 11.92 ~28.J21 1006 $2.h§J 
105 
2,70 I 20,26 28.01 I 23.64 
-~~22 
15.22 









Note: This figure does not show difference in price of regular and ~rease proof tile. 14i¢ is based on field reports 
and working back on sub-contract price. Labor is calculated on S.H.C. Field Labor Reports . 
STAFF HOUSING nES1~CH E~OJEC'r - COlvfl?OSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NJI;T UNITS 
- --
6. 
r·- -·- -- - Wage Rate_ Man-hours Man-hoursJ Men-pours Man-hours I or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
A. FllAr-lii'JG, CUTTI~1G, BUILDING Mat.Price per 100 Net Naterial Per Material Per ~la.terial Per I 
AND F;R~~CTIO:,T .fer_ Unit__ LF Units Per l~ouse House Per House .Ji2.1!.~e Per House House 




$2.35 ~29 ·;;68.15 135.14 ~82.58 51.38 ·:·120.74 63.36 1$148.90 
1 1.5o .·12 1s~oQ 14•54 ~s1 21 .. 26 _ 11.8.2. 26.22 39~.:U 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 86~15 188.23 
terials ~ 
21i x 4*t Idaho White Fir 1 & 91.25 7.8 71.17 945 86 • .?.3 1381.9 126.12 1,704 155.49 
111 x 4" Yellow Pine l/2 ~o.oo .5 4.00 60 4.80 88 7.04 109 8.72 
* 411 x 4u Post #2 Yellow 
Pine - 10,66 BF Per 
1-·---Post 1105;00 10.66 1 _]..12 2 ~~ 0 ---
OTAL MATZRIAL COST I 74.17 92.15 135·40 164.21 
OTAL LABOR. AND JviATEi1IAL COST $160~32 $196.54 $288.03 $352.44 
'"'OST PER LF $1.62 $1.62 $1.62 





TOTAL HtODUCTION LABOR COST 
Haterial 
2' x 81 x 1/21t Gypsum Sheath 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
~ 2.35 
1.50 
ing - 16 SF Per Sheet 44.00 116 ~10 
5.10 
778 _J.4.~_2J 941 
34.23 TOTAL MATEi~IAL COST 









STAFF HOUSING RbS'-:JlilCH PROJLCT - COHPOSITE COST STUDY 
- - __ --- -TYP~Z OF LOUSE _ _: __ NET __ ~-'- ~~~~!2B2C2 - -· . 
A2 B2 c2 





TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material 
:zr. x sr x 1/211 "Gypsum Sheath-
tt . ·ing ~ 16 SF per sheet 
~ 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
1 • • 
!fo¥A.L lABOR l~IID 1-.ffiTE1tllL COST 
or or 1-.fu.t. Cost per 
Mat.Price per 100 Net 

























Cost .or Cost or Cost 
i?er 1'v1aterial f Per Materia l Per 



















STAFF HOUSING ~~S~RCH PROJECT - CO}WOSITE COST STUDY 
6. EXTLRIOR WALLS 
Wage Rate 
or 
C • BUILDii,TG PAPER Mat.Price 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material... . ___ -·· ..... 
Slaters Felt-500 SF -
30" 1.ride, -200 LF Per 
Roll 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 




[ Man-ho~s 1 














') 2. 95 
TYPE OF HOUSE - N~=-T_.UN;.;;,;;.;;I;.;;;.TFS _____ _ 
A~---;--~ C 
682 SF t 84 9 SF 1106 SF Man-hours~~n-hoursl jMan-hours 
or I Cost I or ~ Cost or 
Material ( Per Material Per Material 
~e:.::use 
1
_ ':;:~::-~ Pe: .::Ese ~p::~:: P::.::use 
2.1B 3. 27 2.75 4.12 3.54 
l 
1 17.86 22 .49 
I 
· t 
2 2. 30 2.5 ~ 3 
2. 30 4.12 










~~33. 91 . 
Note: Cost per 100 SF varies because of breaking Slaters felt at 1/2 rolls. 
STAFF HJUSING RES~CH PROJ2CT - COMPOSITZ COST STUDY 




• ExTER~~:e1J~- Man-hoursr--------jf-Ma--n~-h-:~~:r-~ -- ~[~-ho:;; SF= · 1Man-h:~~;i -SF _=_11 
or or Nat. 1 Cost per or Cost or Cost f or Cost 




- -----~.er Unit 100 SF Units .. ~LB_ou~~·-H_ouse 'Per Housel House P_er_House House;! 
::u4.59 I 62.15 (~146.051 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Naterial 
3/4rt x gn Redwood Beveled 
Sdg. 
1/211 x 3/411 Parting Stop 
Per LF 
Alum. Metal Corners 
J/41t X 81J 
TOTAL lvlA.TERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & MATERIAL COST 






































J.2.:..2Q f 16 • 57 2-.4~ 8') I 
134.09 1 170.90 
~ 
f 
236.60 1508 301.601 
4.27 121 5.44 
I I 
_.4.!.~ 184 - 7.36 
245.79 314.40 





STAFF HOUSING F.ES3.-~l1CH PROJ~~CT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
6. EX'l'illiOR WALLS ~- -~~ SF TlT,8 rF H0~:~2; S:T UNI~-· ---- -~- -~ - .. -
1\{ae:,;-Rat; ~.an...:hoursf ·----- Man-L~s -- Ma--;=h~Urs -~--··- ~.an..:ho~;r-- ·-- ~ 
1 
or I or Mat. I Cost per or Cost or Cost or I CcRt 1 
D. STDIHG, ASBESTOS CEMENT M2t.Price per 100. Net ~lr::terial ~er Material Per Mate~i:~J. Per I 
Per Unit 100. _s_y ___ _J]lll t.2_ __ P:er H~~--£bus_9_ ·- - ]Jou~§_ P~ J1ou_e~~-- Hou~ 
Production LD.bor 
Carpenter ~? 2.35 .~.81 ·:al.30 33.0 .. ~ ~77 .64 /+1.46 ;~97 .43 
labor 1.50 1.96 ~94 13.46 20.19 16.89 ~.33 l 
TOT~L PRODUCTION LABOR COST 14.24 97~83 122.76 I 
Material 
4' x 8' x J/8" Asbestos Sid-
inr· 
l J/811 x 2 1/411 Fir Batts LF I 
l/2n x 3/41! P8rtinc Stop LF 
1 n x 4. n 7~~2 Yellow Pine Corner.' 
Boards - A. House -
4 Corners, B. House- 8 · 
Corners 
. TOTAL MJ .. TEHIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & :t-'T.ATERllL COST 
COST PER 100 SF 






























STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COlviPOSIT~ COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET ill~.::.T.;;.;~J lS;p..' ----
l ---_ -----_ Q~XTERIOR WALLS ----- -------· ~-- 687\f~- _ _ --· mlsF - ;~-~=-~Jage Ra te 1-'f.an-hours Man-hours Man-hours I Me.n-hours 1 · or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or I Cost 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
~teric.l l" x 4" to 12" Tongue and Groove A1 a11d better 
Reduood Panel 
l/2n x 3/4ll Partins Stop LF 
111 x 6" ;'/:'?.. Ye11m-r Pine Nt.:.i1 
strip 
FOTAL Mi. TERil•L COST 

























































STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
6. GABLE ENDS 
20'-0" Long, Vertical Siding 
I Wage Rate Man-hours 
or or Mat. 
F. SHEATHING AND SIDING Mat.Price per Cost per 
Per Unit Gable Gable 
Production Labor: -
Carpenter $2.35 7.00 $16.45 
I Labor 1.50 2.50 3.75 
I TOW. PR6DUCTIO~T LABOR COST 20.20 
. ' .. I ~ '~.,_, 
Material: 
1n x 4" #2 Fir Nail Strips 80.00 8 .64 
111 x 6n #2 Fir Nail Strips 85.00 5 .42 
2-1/411 Drip Cap, L<'F .15 16 2.40 
I 111 x w (4n to 12" tongue anc groove A-1 and better red-
wood panel) 240.00 48 11.52 
15# Slaters felt 3011 wide 
; 200 L.F. and 500 S.F. per 
roll 1.65 80 I 
.26 
I TOTAL MATERIAL COST 15.24 I I I I 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST $35.44 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
---------~------~-------~-------~------~------~ B c I A I 
! I Han-hours 1 
or Cost 
Material Per 





1 Gab I 2 Gab le 29' les 201 

























3 Gables 20 1~ 
Man-hours f I 
I or I Cost , Ma teria.l Per I 
Per House I Hou~ 
21.oo I$ 49.35 

















~ STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT 
-
COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE 
-
NET UNITS 
6. GABLE E1lDS A B c 
29 1-011 Long, Vertical Siding 
Wage Rate Man-hours Man-hours I Man-hours Man-hours 
or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
F. BUILDING PAPER AND Mat.Price per Gable Material Per Material Per Material Per 
SIDING Per Unit Gable End End Per House House Per House House Per House House 
Production Labor: 
Carpenter $2.35 8.71 $ 20.47 17.43 $ 40~96 
Labor 1.50 2.17 3.25 4.34 6.51 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 23.72 47.47 
Material: 
111 x 4n #2 Fir nail strips 80.00 10.6 .85 21.2 1.70 
2-1/4" Drip cap, L.F J .15 24.0 3.60 48.0 7.20 
111 X W. (4" to 1211 ) tongue 
and groove A-1 and better 
redwood panel 240.00 106.0 25.44 212.0 50.88 
15# Slaters felt 3011 wide 
200 L.F. and 500 S.F. per 
roll 1.65 120.0 .40 240.0 .80 
1n x 611 #2 Fir nail strip 85.00 14.0 1.19 28.0 2.38 
-- -
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 31.48 62.96 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST I 1 $ 55.20 1 $110.4.3 . f I I I I I I I I 
, 
d.9. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COr-1POSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
A B c 
6. GABLE ENDS 1 Gable 29 1 3 Gables 20' 
20'-0" Long, Horizontal Siding 2 Gables 20' . 
I 
1,[age Rate Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours I 
or or Mat. or Cost or Cost or t Cost 
F. SHEATHING AND SIDING Mat.Price per Cost per Naterial Per Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit Gable Gable Per House House Per House House Per House House 
Production Labor: 
Carpenter $2.35 5.63 $13.23 18.76 $ 44.08 16.89 ~~ 39.69 
Labor 1.50 2.00 3.00 6.50 9.75 6.00 9.00 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 16.23 54.83 48.69 
Material: 
2 • x 8' x 1/211 Gypsum 44.00 48 2.11 192 8.45 144 6.34 
Sheathing, S .F. 
2-1/211 Drip Cap, L.F. .15 16 2.40 80 12.00 48 7.20 
3/4n x 811 'Redwood beveled 
siding 200.00 56 11.20 228 45.60 168 33.60 
TOTAL 11-A.TERIAL COST 15.71 66.05 47.14 
TOTAL LABOR AND lvlATERI.AL COST $31.94 $120.88 $95.83 
I 
i I I I I ' 
I I I I· I 
Jo . 
• 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
6. GABLE ENDS A B I c 29 1 -0n Long, Horizontal Siding I 






Production Labor: I Carpenter $2.35 7.50 ~ 17.62 15.00 $ 35.25 
I Labor 1.50 2.50 3.75 5.00 ~ 7.50 l TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 21.37 42.75 
I 
I I 
aterial: ~ I 2' x 8 1 x 1/211 Gypsum 
Sheathing, S.F. 44.00 96 4.22 192 8.44 I 2-1/4" Drip Cap, L.F. .15 24 3.60 48 7.20 I 3/4" x 8" Red1o~ood beveled ~ i siding 200.00 116 232 46.40 I I I OTAL NATERIAL COST ;31.02 62.04 ! I I I I I $104.79 l TOTAL lABOR AND MA-TERIAL COST I 1$ 52.39 I 
.I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I l I 
31. 
STAFF HOUSING RESF~RCH PROJF£T - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
. TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
I _A___ B I c 
6. EXTF.RI OR WALLS . I 2 Louvers 4 Louvers I 3 Louvers -------------~Wage RatetMan-hoursf ~ours~- Man-hom:8-,------jMan:ho~---
or l or Mat. Cost per I or Cost or Cost I or I Cost 
F. LOWERS Mat. Price per 100 Net Material i Per Material+-Per I Material 1 Per 
Per Unit Units Per _House 1 House P~- Ho~e Hous~ Per Hou~ I' House --~~~-+----·~----~-· I I I 
Production Labor I II J f I I Carpenter ~~ 2.35 4.28 $10.06 8.56 020.12 1 6.42 )15.09 
Labor I 1.50 I 1.44 I _2.1~ 2,8S I _4..]g I 2.16 1 -~21... 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST I I I 12.22 24.44 I I 18,33 
1
1 2 I 40,00 1 20.00 I I Material *Louvers 2otn-Large 20.00 
2 36.00 3 
. 1 16.00 
.Louvers 18t"-Medium 18.00 
Louvers lbt"-Small 16.00 
2" X 6" Notched. to receivy 
Louver BF ( 96.00 
1/411 x 311 Plyscore SF 
1 
80c00 
3" Cop:t:-er Armoured Sisal-
craft-Strips SF .17 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 






Note: Assumes all materials the same that fit around Louvers 




.38 6 .57 6 
.64 12 .96 12 
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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
7. ROOF FR.AMit-!G 
r Wage Rate Man-hours 
A1 & A2 TRUSSES AND or or Mat. 
GABLE TRUSSES Mat.Price per Cost per 




Carpenter I $2.35 2.72 $ 6.39 Labor 1.50 I 1.01 1.51 lfA" Trusses, 20' Carpenter 2.35 .46 1.08 
Labor 1.50 .25 .')7 
"B 11 . Trusses, 29' 
Carpenter . 2.35 I .79 1.86 Labor I 1.50 .55 .82 Trusp Placing 1 I 
(Includes placing gable trusses) 
"A" Type House, 19 trusses 
Carpenter 2.35 I .29 Labor 1.50 .34 
"En Type House, 31 trusses I Carpenter 2.35 .23 Labor 1.50 f .30 11 C11 Type House, 39 trusses 
1 
t Carpenter 2.35 .20 
Labor 1.50 .24 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 




I 17 "B 11 Trusses 




Per House House 
5.44 $12.78 I 2.02 3.03 
13.43 ·I 31.56 
9.35 U, .• 02 I 
5.51 12.95 
6.46 9.69 




15 "A" Trusses 




Per House House 
8.16 $19.17 
3.03 I 4.54 
I 









36 "A" Trusses 
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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET 1~TITS 
7. ROOF FRAMING 
r A I 3 Gabl: Ends ,---c----r 
2 Gable Trusses 13 "B" Trusses I 3 Gable Trusses 1 I 17 11 B11 Trusses 15 11A11 Trusses 36 "A" Trusses I 
f J Wage Rate j Man-hours I Man-hours I Ivian-hours ! Man-hours 1 
I Al & A2 TRUSSES AND . 1 or I or Mat. or Cost or Cost or Cost ! l GABLE TRUSSES 1 Mat.Price 1 per 1~ Cost per Material Per Material Per Material Per I I 1 Per Uni~ Truss ; Unit I Per House House Per House House Per House House 111,-vfa-t-er-ia-1:----~--+-~-- · 11 I I -~ 
"A" Type Truss: f 1 I j 2" x.4" _ I/2Jfi~ L, $91.25 30.6 $ 2.79 
i ·· ~in X 4u #2 Fir· 80.00 6.7 .53 
1 1" x 61t #2 Fir 85.00 1.0 .085 
Total Ivlateria1 Cost per 11A11 uss 3.41 15 $ 51.15 
"B" Type Truss: 
2n x 4" #2 Fir 
1" x 4 11 #2 Fir 




Total Hateria1 Cost per 11B11 Truss 
* 3' -0" Rafter Extension on 
11 C11 House Garage - 2 X 4 
/12 Fir 
"A" Gable End 
"B" Gable End 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 


































t I 142.45 
l$250.95 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 






TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material~ 
tn x 4' x 8 t Plyscore 
TOTAL HATERIAL COST 



























































STAFF HOUSING RESEP~CH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE ·- NET L1ITTS 
7. ROOF FRAMING A I B I 1668c~.F. 
I 
1187 S.F. 1592 S.F. 
Wage Rate J Man-hours 
I I 
Man-hourst Han-hours' 1 Man-hours I I or I or Mat. Cost per or 
1 
Cost or Cost i o- Cost I ~ 
D. SHINGLES Mat.Price per 100 Net I Material Per INaterial I Per IMaterial 1 Per 
Per Unit , 100 S.F. Units Per House House !Per House House I Per House House 
----------------------------------------------------
i ! Production Labor: I 
Carpenter $2.35 1.73 $ 4.06 20.53 $48.24 27.54 ;.p64. 72 I 28.86 $67.82 Labor .82 1.23 9.73 l4..59 13.05 19.57 13.68 20.52 1.50 
_____.___ 
T 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 5.29 62.83 I 84.29 88.34 I 
aterial: t I I l I I Bird 15# felt asphalt I I 432 S.F. roll 3.00 I 1.00 .69 3 9.00 4 i 12.00 I 4 12.00 Bird shingles 210# 7.00 1.00 7.00 11.87 83.09 15.92 111.44 I 16.68 116·. 76 . Roll roofing, mineral sur- A. 9.0 I I faced 90# for starters & .3.25 B. 15.2 .. J2 107 I 3.48 242 7.86 I 294 9.49 ridges, 1 sq. per roll, c. 17.6 100 S.F. - 36tt wide l I Roofing nails I .18 2# .36 24 I 4.32 32 5.76 34 I 
6.12 
---- ~ 99.89 l I OTAL MATERIAL COST 8.37 137.06 1.44.37 I J I 
OTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST I $13.66 ~221.35 1 $232.71 $162.72 
OST PER 100 S .F. I . $ 13.70 $ 13.90 1 $ 13.95 




• Note: ~futerial prices are for a single house obtained from Midwest Roofing Company, Champaign& Difference in cost per 
100 s .. F. is due to breaking asphalt felt at nearest roll and difference in factors for roll roofing used as 
starters, ridges, and valleys. 3 6. 
t 
I 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT - C01-1POSITE COST STUDY 
7. ROOF FRAMING 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Materials: 
"B 11 House: 
111 x 6" Ridge Board 
211 x 611 Valley Rafters 
211 x 4" Jack Rafters 
ncn House: 
111 x 611 Ridge Board 
211 x 611 Valley Rafters 
2" x 4" Jack Ra.fters 
1 TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
I 
I 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 
COST PER ROOF INTERSECTION 
Wage Rate I Man-hours 
or or Mat. 
Mat • Price I per Inter 

































TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
A B c I Number of roof Number of roof 
None intersections - 1 intersections - 1 I 
---- I Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours or Cost or Cost l or Cost 
Me.teria1 Per Hateria1 Per Material Per I 
Per House House Per House House Per House House_ , 
6.17 $ 14.50 6.17 $ 14.50 I 












$ 27.58 $ 26.10 
$ 27.58 $ 26.10 
. 37 
ST~FF I:OUSING RESELRCH P7..0JECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYP~ OF reUSE - NET_Jffii T§__ __ - - --- -
A B I c 
---- 8. EXTERIOR TRIM Per House ~~::o~_:-r Per House 
II ~~~ ,-:, e Rate l-lvf.an-hours Man-hours I Man-hours I Man-houl"s I or or Nat. Cost per or L Cost or Cost or Cost F' B, & c SOFFIT, FASCIA AND Mat.Price rr 100 Net ~teria1 Per Material Per J~eterial Per ', 
RAl:E P~r Unit Hous!L_ -f..--.:::U;.:::ni:t.:.;s,.____,P::....:e=r;.~l;g~ H~_!.lse _ Per Jious~ . Hou~~ lf..§L.li~ _ _jjoU.§§!. 1.. 
reduction La.bor 
Carpenter 02.35 13.42 :)31.53 20.58 $48.3~- l 24.39 ~57.32 
Labor 1.50 I 3.14 _b71 4.62 _6.931 6.94 _1.0.41 
OT~L PRODUCTION LABOR COST I 36.24 55.29 67.73 
t • 
teria1 
Soffit-ln x 611 V. Edge 
Fascia-liT x 5" ~I. Pine 
76 1F 
Rake-1" x 2" :1. Pine 64 LF 





32 7.68 I 11 _2.64 
















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
- -
A B 
9. PARTITION FRAMING 481 S .F. 641 S.F. 57 L.F. 75 L.F. 
Wage Rate Man-hours' I Man-hours 'Man-hours 
or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost 
A. ALL FRAMING Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit L.F. Units Per House House Per House House 
Production 1abor: 
Carpenter $ 2.35 .29 $ 68.15 16.53 ~ 38.84 21.75 $ 51.11 
Labor 1.50 .17 25.50 9.69 14.53 12.75 19.12 
*TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 93.65 53.37 70.23 
M ateria1: 
**2n X 411 - #2 Fir 91.25 8.303 75.76 473 43.16 623 56.85 
----
T OTAL MATERIAL COST 75.76 43.16 56.85 
T OTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST ~169.41 ~ 96.53 ~127.08 
c OST PER L.F. OF WALL FRAMING I ~· iiP 1.69 I 
I 
ddition: Per 
3/4"- x ·· 4' X gt #5 ply- 182.00 House 32 $ 5.82 32 ·$ 5.82 
A 
plywood 
I I I I I 
~t- Includes cutting, building, and erection - excludes drop ceilings, (see computed factor sheets). 







I Per House House 
I 
I 
I . .. , 
I 18.27 ~ 42·.93 10.71 16.06 
58.99 




I I I 
3 9 I· 
Page 1 of 3 Pages STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
10. WINDOvJS I A 
I A & El-f u.-.1-l_S_i_l_l_&_T.-rl.ID-. -· JWage Rate J Man-hours tn-hoursl 
J B Setting Basement Sash 1 or I or Mat. Cost per or 
I C Stops (Ma.t.Price J per 100 Net Material J . D Setting Glass I Per Unit 
1 
Units r House I 
F Curtain Rods __ ___.,. __ -~--·-----+--· I 1 
tion Labor I I I 
. Mill Sill and Trim I 
1 Carpenter ~ 2.35 I 41.42 I Labor ! 1. 50 1 1. 7 5 1 
I B G_ar~~~!!ng Basement Sas I 2 • 35 ~~ 2 • 54 I 
, . Labor · 1. 50 .25 
1 C Stops l Carpenter 
I D Setting Glass 
l Glazer · 
I F l Curtain Rods Carpenter 

















TYPE OF ·HOUSE - NET UNITS I B -!r---~---c ---
1
1 
Man-hours !Man-hours I I 
Cost or Cost or Cost 1 
Per Materia 1 - Per Materia 1 I Per I 
House I Per House f House Per House t House J 1-r j--l 
'\97 .34 I 45.37 I 0106.621 40.47 II $95.10 ·' 















7.31 II 3.19 I 
.37 .25 
17.88 1 5.00 
7.44 I 2.85 
I I _ _1.52 1.50 






·"' 6 I I ' .. ~ 12 .92 I 
I I I 1 I· I 
Page 2 of 3 Pages STAFF HOUSING RES~~RCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 





1 f_A_&_E_Mi_"_l_1_S_i_1_l_& __ Tr_i_m_. 't \~age R-a t-e-,-M-an---h-o·-u-rs-1 ----f-~ M--a-n---ho_u_r_s ___ ,Man-hours ~--- Man-hours-----t1 
I B Basement Sash or or Mat. 1 Cost per or Cost or I Cost or Cost C Stops I Mat.Price per I 100 Net t Material Per f Materia:t-Per Material Per 
I ~ Glass ! Per Unit* ·1 
1 
Units Per House House 1 Per House House 'Per House House r=:-- Curtain Rods f _ _ t--- - _.,jl~----· 




I Type A-2 Section Window j I 
Type A-4 Section Window I I 1 1 I l Type A Corner 3 Section 1 I I 1 Window ~~ 65 24 I I I l 1 I ~65.24 
Type A Corner 6 Section '·· • l 1 I 
·. WinQOW 124.07 I 1 I 0124.07 I I Ty~ B-1 Section Window 22.74 2 l 45.48 2 45.48 




I 82.92 I 2 82.92 1 2
1 Type B-3 Section Window 60.45 J 
Type B Corner 3 Section 
Window 62.66 I I 1 62.66 
Type C-1 Section Window 21.83 1 21.83 1 1 21.83 
Type C-2 Section Window 40o08 
1 
2 80.16 1 1 40.08 
Type C-3 Section Window 58.23 1 1 58.23 
Type D-3 Section \.Jindow 67.33 
1 
I 1 67.33 
Type D-4 Section Window I 88.10 
Type E-2 Section Window 32.12 I 
Curtain track cut to length • 028 ( 20 • 56 J 24 
Curtain track carriers 
1
, .012 ~ ~ 90 1.08 I 90 
Curtain track end caps 27 . 4 1.08 l 5 
I . I I 3 57 .lS I 
TOTAL IABOR AND Mt. TERi n cos~ l I ~\4!34. 55 I 
TOTAL V~TERIAL COST 















~? 82.92 l 
60.45 
I 
1 21.s3 . 
I 80 • .16 
I 
I S8.10 I 64.24 I 
I . 73 ,. . 1.08 I _1.08 I 
I I· 400.59 I 
1 0527.51 1 
-i! 
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TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
10. 
~ & E Mill Sill & Trim I B2 I c2 I Man-hours 'J Man-hours I f 'ft!INDO~.JS F: A 2 I dMan-hours 1 ----- 1-.fu.n-hours 
f ~ Basement Sash 
I C Stops 
'1 or Cost I or I Cost 1 
Material 1 Per Material Per 
1 or Mat. Cost per . or Cost 
IMat.Price per 100 Net Material Per 
F Curtain Rods 
1 
D Glass 
I Material Type A~2 Section Window 
Type A-4 Section Window 
Type A-3 Section Corner 
Per Unit* I --- Uni ::__t:_ House I House 
1
,') 43.29 , 1 r :·'. 43.29 
82.63 I 1 I ' 82.63 
l 65.24 a I Window 
Type A-6 Section Corner 
·Hindow 
Type B-1 Section Window 
Type B-2 Section Window 
Type B-3 Section Window 
Type B-3 Section Corner 
Windo1..r 
Type C-1 Section Window 
Type C-2 Section Window 1
1 Type C-3 Section Window 
Type D-3 Section Window 
I 
Type D-4 Section Window 1
1 
Type g-2 Section Window 
I Curtain track cut to length 
I Curtain track carriers J j Curtain track end caps I 
I TOTAL MATERIAL COST I 
























































































. 8 ~:'~I 










I __L_Q~ i 340.14 
I 7?467 .o6 I 
J..j c2. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 




1 Ma-n-ho~---tMan-hours ~----~Man-hours I I 
I A. ALL HIRING or Mat. Cost per or I Cost . I or I Cost I or 1 Mat.Price per 100 Net 'Material Per Material Per Material 
Per Unit Units Per Housef House Per House House Per House 











SubcontraCtor's Overhead andl 
Profit 
Supervision & Offsite Pay-
roll 
Nonpayroll Overhead and 
Profit I 















I I · 87.861 









































STAFF HOUSING RES:E'i .. RCE PI:.O.ECT - COMPOSITE COST s~1.'UDY 
TYP~~ OF HOUSS - NET UNit S 
~----;:----- -T ·---~-;-- -------;-~- ~ 
-----·--------12-• __ IN_S_ULA_. T_I_O_N ___ _,_ __ ~64 S_F _ _j ___ ll8~ --~F __ _, _1_00_3_SF -~---
llt~.ge Rate 1 Man-hoursJ Man-hours 1 -----~-~Man-hours ( Ma.n-hours 
or or Mt::.t . Cost per or 1 Cost I or Cost or Cost 
t.Price per 100 Net Material I Per Mr::terial Per Mi! teria l Per 
_......,.P ..... e.r Uni~- -- JOO S;E V!!i ts_ Per Hous.§_ _ -~ous_g PeE_J:I..9UQ~ Ho!!~ .. Per: Hop_s~ . . J · · - ;-;p~§.§. 
. ~ C:CILING 
-y 
Production Labor 1622 Labor Skilled 01.65 .62 :~ l.Og 5.36 ;·. 8 c.4 7.34 -~Jb.ll ' 110.26 :: . u 
TOT~L FrtODUCTION J~BOR COST 1.02 8.84 12.11 I 10.261 
I .~ .· terial 
- . 
4n · Thick 2J'f x 48tt Rockwool 
Butts - 7-2/3 SF per Batt 
8 Batts Carton.61-l/3 SF 59.00 100 _5.9.Q 864 _ _29_ •..21 1184 _69.~§ 1003 _59.1.§ 
TOT.t~L MarLRLiL COST 5.90 50.97 -99.8~ .59.181 
T01\1.1 lABOR & Md.TEHIAL COST ·~ ~ 6.92 $59.81 ~81.97 !~69 .441 
Note: Skilled labor 1.·ra.c;es Here paid to install t his insulation. Weather conditions made t he carpenters refuse the j ob. 
11. 
STAFF HOUSINJ. RES:~~CH Pi{OJECT - COivJPOSITE COS7 S':LUDY 
INSULATION 
Wage Rate I Han-hoursJ __ _ 
or or Mat. 1 Cost per 
Mat.Price per 100 Net 
-----·-+-P~er;;.......;U:.,..;n,..i;...;:t.__.. 109_ SF _JL!4 ts_ 
TYPE OF ROUSE - NET m~:~S 
- -- .. ·- -·----· ----- ---~---- ----"~-- ~--------·-··- 1 
A B : C 
_ __,_ __ 6_93 SF___ 923 SF f _ __ _J_Z§_ SF ·--
Man-hours an-hours 
or Cost ~st or Cost 
Materia 1 Per Per Por 





Carpenter ~)2.35 .75 01.76 5.20 :·;)12.22 6.92 (;~16.26 7.32 017.20 
Labor 1.50 .29 _dt.J. 2.01 - 3.0]; 2.68 _-1J:.02 2.83 _4.2.1J:. 
TOThL PRODUCTION LhBOR COST 2.19 15.23 20.28 21.44 
Material 
2" x 15'' x 48" Rockwool Batts 
5 SF Each, 12 Batts Carton 
60 SF 47.00 100 4..70 693 _2~5Z 923 43.3g 976 45 .• 82 .. 
TOTAL Mi. TERIA:. COST 4.-70 3~.57 43.38 45.87 
TOTAL lABOR & MA TI~IAL COST ~~ 6.89 :)47. 80 :·~63.66 ·)67 .31 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - 1~T UNITS 
t A B c 
13. WALLBOARD I 32 pes. 40 pes. 50 pes. i 
I 2" X 4" X 22-5/16" 2" X 411 X 22~5/1611 2t1 X 411 X 22-5/16" 
Wage Rate Nan-hours Man-hours~ Man-hours I Man-hours 
or or Mat. Cost per or I Cost or Cost or Cost 
A. BACK-UP Mat.Priee per 100 Net Material Per !Material Per 1Mater:i.al Per 
Per Unit Piece Units Per House House Per House House 'Per House House 
Production Labor: 
Carpenter $ 2.35 .21 $ 49.35 6.72 $ 15.79 8.40 $ 19.74 10.50 $ 24.67 
Labor 1.50 .05 7.50 1.60 2.40 2.00 3.00 2.50 3.75 I TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 56.85 18.19 22.74 28.42 
Material: 
211 X 411 X 22-5/1611 #2 Fir 91.25 .0667 6.08 21.3 1.94 26.7 2.44 33.30 3.04 
T OTAL MATERIAL COST 6.08 1.94 2.44 3.04 
T OTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST $ 62.93 $ 20.13 $ 25.18 $ 31.46 
I 
I I I I i I I I I 
STAFF HOUSING RES~-..RCH PHOJ3CT - CO!vlPOSITE COST S':CUDY 
13. WALLBOARD 
·--------- Wage Rat~1Han-hours 
or or Mat. 
B~ CEILING Mat.Price per 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
:Material 
4 1 x 8' x i" Sheetrock Foil 
I ~~ 2.35 1.50 
Back 50.00 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 








TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
~-A--- -,-! ---B-----~---c--1 
----~~~~,F ___ _p751,_ ~~--L-- 10~.§._ SF--
Man-hours !Man-hours Man-hours 
or Cost or Cost or Cost 
Material Per Material Per ~~terial Per 
Pe~_H~lel_ 'H0!§!3_ rar HOU!?e -~Hg~ !'§r__HoUS!3 -Bf!ll§~ 
16.4s ~38. 73 I 23.59 ·~55 .. 44 19.35 ~~45.47 ~ 
9.44 __ 14.16 13.51 ~0.26 11.09 16.631 
52.89 75.70 -:2.1~1 
' ' 
962 _!&_.10 tl377 -2~2. 1130 · ~Q 
48.10 I 68.85 5~.50 
')100.99 0.144.55 )1~8.60 
1-/7. 
STAFF HOUSING RESnARCH PROJECT - CO~WOSIT~ COST STUDY 
1---
TYPE OF HOUSE - NFT ill~ITS 
1 A B 
__ 1_3_. _WA~L_LB_OAR_D_~----~-----t--1-- _!:_96 SF ----+---9_2_5'T"'S_F ___ _ 








TOTAL P~:ODUCTION LA.BOF~. COST 
t:taterial 4.~'x8 r xit' Sheetrock-regular 
TOTAL l~TERIAL COST 
TOTAL IABOR & MA. TERIAL COST 
35.81 
or or Mat. Cost per or Cost 
1 
or Cost 
Mat.Price per I 100 Net Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit lQ~,!k_ Per House House 
1 
Per House _...JJ~~.!L 




116 -·~.64 807 B.28 1073 lt-2.92 11376 ~ -32~ I 4.64 42.92 












STI1FF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - CO~WOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
_________ __ l.3_._w_A~LBOARD -______ ,._ 752ASF ---r--= 12~~-::· ---~---- 9~:-c:F _I 
rwage Rate IMan-hourst Man-hours Man-hours IMan-orho.ursl I 1 or or Mrit. Cost per or Cost or Cost Cost ID. PARTITIONS 
i;::duct~on Labor 
Carpenter 
¥~t.Price I :~~~~· 100 Net Material Per Material Per M2ter1al I Per 
·---- Per Uni}._~ Units Per Hous~ _.J:!ous€!_ fer l:llll!§e House Pel:lJouse _ Hous~1 
$ 2.35 3.54 26.62 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LaBOR COST 8.32 
Material 
4'x8'x!" Sheetrock-plain 
! 1110 827 40.00 
TOT.L~L Hf.TERllL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & M.· .. TERIAL COST I :;:>12. 72 
I 
















STAFF HOUSING RESEA.t\.CH PROJECT - COI'-~OSITE COST STUDY 
TYE~ OF HOUSE - NET ill~ITS 
13. WALLBOARD 1 J81ALF-·-r- 561B:--- ' 521CLF 
r-----------~-W-a_g_e_R_a_t-~~~-rs~•----~*~~~~~~- ~~G or I or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
IE. TAPING Mat.Price per Material Per ---------·~~P;...::::e.r Unit I 100 LF_ Units Per HouS.§. . . Ho]JmL ~L~ _H£2~ Pe~ B2~.J--B~ 
Production Labor: ( 
Painter $2.00 5.14 p0.28 19.58 ~ 39.16 28.83 l,27 .6,2 26.78 t5.l~ 56 
53.561 TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 10.28 39.16 57.66 
Met·e~inl! .,. ·~- -. - · - · 
Perf-A-Tape--250 1 Rolls, 18 
lb. of Cement per bag 
A Type House, lt bags 
B Type House, 2i bnga 
C Type ~ouse, 2t bags 
TOTAL Ivlf .. TFRIAL COST 
TOTAL lABOR & :Mf'.. TERIAL COST 
Subcontractor's overhead, 
supervision and profit 
TOTAL COST 











STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
r.-. -TRIM 
13. WALLBOARD . I A I B L c 
--- age Rate JMan-hoursl 15hourst 'Man-hours[ IMan-hourslf 
or 1 or Hat. Cost per · r J Cost or 1 Cost or Cost 
r-J Produ ...... ct_i_o_n_La_b_o_r_: __ _ 
Carpenter 
Labor 
t.Pr~ice per 100 Net rial Per fMaterial J Per !Material f Per 
er Unit ____ ,.___U_n_i_ts __ rer Housel ~use ier Ho,-_flouselPer Ho~~~ 
~ 2.35 I 17.27 I $40.58 I 20.12 047.28 20.17 I $47.39 
t 1. 50 
1 
1.oo I 1. :.;o I 1.oo _1. 50 1.oo 
1 
_..J... so . 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material: 
, .1-J/811 x 1-J/8n Corner 
Bead .· LF 
J/411 x 7/8" Cove Mould-
ing LF 
1-3/ 4n x 3/ 4" Cove Mould-, 
ing LF 
3/4n x 1-3/4" Base LF 
3/4" x 3/4n Back Band LF I 
Aluminum Threshold LF 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 







I I I 42.08 I 48.78 ' I 48.89 I I I 





I 67 3.35 I 50 
1 32 
1272 













2.-50 . 70 3.50 . 
.56 24 .84 
26.40 }324 24.30 
24.00 127~ 21 .. 60 
.60 .60 
- 4.9'1 f 7 _..iz£11 
59.03 I 55.81 





STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
u. DOORS -----6 -11.---r.--B-----T-----c --
'
Wage Rate 1 Man-ho~~- JMan-hours tMan-hour-;r ~an-hour:;r--
or or Mat. I Cost por or Cost ! or Cost I or .. J Cost 
Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per ~terial 1 Per A & B JAMBS & TRIM 
Per Unit Units Per House House 




16.97 I ::; 39.88 16.69 ~? 39.22 
__ .,.L2Q Carpenter ~ 2.35 Labor 1.50 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST I 
Material I 1 5/16" Brick Mold LF .17t 3/ 4t1 x 3/ 4" Back Band LF .o7t 
Door Frames and Stops ea. I 3'0" X 6 18n 12.34 
21811 X 618" 11.89 I 216tt X 6'8tt 4.73 I l 214" X 61 8U 4.73 210" X 618" 4.73 I I I 
I I TOTAL MATERIAL COST I I I I 
I 
I I TOTAL lABOR & MATERIAL COST I 
I I 
r I I 





I 1 I 1 
I i 
I I 
5.951 34 I 




































Page 1 of 3 Pages STAFF HOUSING RESEJUtCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STL~Y 
TYPS OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
A - 1 B r C 15 Doors 18 Doors 15 Doors· __________ u_.~n_o_o_R_s __ ~---------~2~e~ 2~r~~ --~~~ r Wage Rate Man-hours!' I Man-hours I I n-hours lMan-hours 
C. Hanging . 
f ~ or or Mat. Cost per or Cost i or Cost f or Cost J 
1 C & D HANGING & HARDWARE Mat.Price per Door Material Per Material Per !Material Per ' 
Per Unit Door Per House House Per House House !Per Housel House I 
1----------+--·+----+-- ---r---r----1 
I I I I 






TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material 
Doors 3'0" x 6 1811 - 1-3/4" 
2 ,. 811 x 6 1 8" - 1-3/ 4" 
2 1 6 n -x 6 ' gn - 1-3/ 8" 
2 1 4" X 61 8" - 1-3/8" 
1'6n x 6 1 8" - 1-3/8" 
2t6n X 7 1 61t - 1-3/811 
2 14'l X 7 16" - 1-3/8" 
11811 x 716n - 1-3/8" 
2•on x 6•sn - 1-3/8" 
2 1 8U x 7 1 6" - 1-3/ 8" I 
3'tn X 6 1 9" - 1-1/8" ! 
Screen I 
2 1 Stn X 6 19" - 1-1/811 : 
Screen 
















' i j 
I 
f 
' j I 









































































• t 1-~31 
' ~365. 77 
I 
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14. DOORS r--
1 C & D HAN~ & HARD\{~ 
IMan-hours f 
or l orilat. Cost per 
t.Price per ·noor 
l 
er Unit Door 
Stanley Butts 
175 A-FBT 4" x 4" pr. 
242 F-FBT 4" x 4" pr. 
241 CM-FBT 3!11 x 3-~n pr. 
241 A5-FB_T 1"t' x Jt" pr. 
241 CM-FBT 3~1 x J2" pr. 





Schlage Lock Set 
A51PD Ply. Design-Same Fi~ 
· 2 sides 110.80 
A51PD Ply. Design-Differ-
ent ea. side J 11.12 
A51PD Ply. Design-Same Fi~ 
2 Sides I 10.80 
AlOS Ply. Design-Same Fin 
2 sides 1 3.80 
A30S Ply. Design-Same Fin I 
2 sides 4.70 
,A30S Ply. Design-Differ- l 
ent ea. side I 5.02 
AlOS Ply. Design-Same 2 
sides 1 3.80 






TYPF OF HOUSE - NET UNITS i ·-A----T-, - B ...--, c I 
I 2 Screens 2 Screens I 2 Screens I 1 15 Doors :1: 18 Doors 15 Doors 
I Man-hours ~- Man-hours J J Man-hourJ __ _ or I Cost or Cost I or Cost 
fMaterial Per fMaterial Per IMaterial Per 
I Per House J House Per House House I Per Housa 1 House I I I I I 
f 3 pr • I ~) 32 • 34 'j 3 r:a" • () 32 • 34 I 3 1 r:a" r I I ' 12 pr. I 
I 6 ~· i 12.48 I 7t rrr"• 15.6o I 6 pr.
1 
I 
13 2 pr. 1 15.52 1 162 pr. 18.97 , lot pr. 1 I 3 pr. 6. 24 J 3 pr. f 
I I I 
·~ 32.34 
1.78 
12 .. 48 
12 •. 07 
6.24 : 
I 1 I ! 
10.80 I 1 I 10.80 I 1 I 10.80 







I I t 1 I ' 11.121 ·10.80 I I 
3.80 
9.40 I 3.80 1 1 1 3.80 I 1 I 9. 40 1 3 1 14.10 1 2 1 I 5. 02 I 1 I ' 5 • 021 1 I 5 • 02 I I 34.20 11 I 41.80 I 8 I 30.40 
I ~134.681 I ~159. 791 I $146.251 
, 
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TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
~-------------------~ I 15 n!ors 18 D~ors 115 D~ors I 
___ , _____ 14_. -t-D_o_oR_s__ r----·-~o-· 2 Screens 2 Scr~---b--2 - Screen_s _ _j 




1 I or or • os per or os or os or est 1 
C & D HANGING & HARDWARE Mat.Price per I Door Material Per Material Per Material I Per ~ 
Screen Door Hard1,.1are 1 I I I . 
Screen door pull 4-3/4tteal$ .10 I 2 ~> .20 I 2 ~~ .20 I 2 I ~~ .20 
3!" x 3-~n Butts pr. I . 79 2 ·1.58 2 1. 58 2 f 1. 58 , 
Coil Spring ea. .05 2 .10 I 2 .10 . 2 I ·.10 I 
Rubber Striker ~ Catch ea • 50 ·1 2 1.00 2 1.00 2 1.00 
I I 
.I Sa~ety Chain ea. J .25 1 2 .so 2 _.so 2 ~ _.20 l 
I TOTAL SCREEN DOOR HARD~TARE CIST l 3.38 I 3.38 . 3.38 ·I 
I, I I ., I Hard•..rare for Free Standing I 
I 010~:~bs ea. 1.44 I 2 2.88 2 · t 2.881 
Snuggers ea. 1 • 85 2 _1. 70 2 _LZQ I 
TOTAL HARD\.JARE FOR FREE STAJING I . I 
CLOSET I I 4. 58 4. 58 
1 479.55 558.62 519.981 
I I . . . I $559.85 ~653.09 I $600.281 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL lABOR AND MATERIAL COST 
Code on Butts: FBT = Flat B~ttt & Tip A5 a Dull Bronze Finish 
CM = Chromium Finish 
5-~ 
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TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
No Roof Projection jWith Roof Projectio~ 
__________ 1 .... 5_._E_N_TRA_~_J_C_E_D_ET_A_I~L----~-----.J--·-- Cost Per House Cost per House I 
I
I 1\-Jage Rate• Man-hoursl I 1 #101 1 
or or Mat. Copper #101 I (or lOlA I #100 1 
ROOF PROJECTION AND Mat.Price per I Cost per Drip Strip #104 l(or lOlA) 1 and #103( 2-#102 a nd #1021 
ENTRANCE DETAIL I Per Unit Projection Units +- only No Driplwith Drip J- with D_::~ m_·_t_h _E_rip ,,,~_th __ Dr_i~ 







I #100 (or 101 or lOlA) 1 2" x 4" #2 Fir I~~ 91.25 10.7 j ") 97 1 f ,. I I 4" x 4" #2 Fir I 105.00 13.3 · . 1:32 I I I I 
COST OF MATERIAL FOR DETAlL I I I I I I 
#100. . " I 2.36 I ~ 2.36 I ~ 4.72 I 10 2.36 ,I 
Material per Entrance Detail I I 
#102 (or 103 or 104) I • 
211 X 41T #2 Fir I 91~25 20.7 1. 89 I .I ,· 't I" 
1" x 8" Red\.rood Panel Sid-
ing I 240.00 17.3 4.15 I I I I 1 •II 
COST OF MATERIAL FOR DZTAIL I l I I I I I 
#1021 I 6.04 I I ~) 6.041 I012.0S I 6.04 
. I I l I I I 
Copper Drip Strip 16 oz. SF I ~ .80* 611 x 8'0" 1 ~ 3.20 ~~ 3.20 I I ::\ 3.20 $ .3~20 I() 3.20 I $ 3.20 I 
I I I I I . I 
* Material rate is list price quoted by Midwest Roofing r.ompany--Is high enough to include shop fabrication labor. 
sro. 
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. TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
+ 
No Roof Proj~ti;;----- With Roof Projecti;{ 
15. ENTRANCE DETAIL Cost Per House Cost Per House 't 
r- -----~Wage Ratet Man-hour__.s ~--- --~~---~101 t or or Mat. I I Copper I "- I #101 (or lOlA) I #100 A. ROOF PROJECTION AND IMat.Price per - J Cost per Drip Strip 1 #104 (or lOlA) and #103 2-#102 and #102 _ 
ENTRANCE DETAIL rer U~it Detail +I Units onlyl INo Drip,lwith Drip Ill with Driplwith Drip with Drip! 
Labor-Cutting & Building I 
Entrance Detail 1 I I 
r 
Carpenter 1$ 2.35 1.95 i $ 4.58 I I 
Labor 1.50 .73 1 1.09 I I 1 I IJ I· 
I 
11 l I !1 t' t I Labor-Erection Entrance r 
. I Jj~!~~nter I 2.35 1.00 _ 2.32 I II I I I I 
I J I t I t 
TOTAL LABOR COST FOR ENTRANCE I I I I I 
DETAIL I 8.02 I $ 8.021, $ 8.02 $16.04 ~:, $16.04 I 
Labor-Roof Projection I I J ~~nter ~:~6 ~:~g 3~:~ I I I T~h~~g~ COST FOR ROOF ' ' 42.35 I '42.35 · r 42.35 I 
Material-Roof Projection 1, Projection!! I ~~ I I 
6 - 2" x 4" x 2' Rafter t 1 
Extensions I 91.25 I 16 I 1.46 I I I 
~ Plyscore Sheathing 80.00 I 32 
1 
2.56 l '1 




4 - 1 n X 6" X 9 1 V. Edge 
Soffit W. P. 170.00 18 3.06 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST FOR ROOF PROJECTION --g:34 8.34 8.34 
.57 
Page 3 of 3 Pages 
15. 
I 
A. ROOF PROJECTION AND 
ENTRANCE DETAIL 
TOTAL COST OF lABOR AND 
MATERIAL PER ~OUSE 
Note: 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
1~---- --4- -r No Roof Projection !With Roof Projection, ENTRANCE DETAIL -+--- Cost Per House Cost Per House I 
h.Jage Rate Man-hoursT" 1 ---r---;-~-iiol- I -1- J I or or Mat. 1 Copper I _ I, #1~~ (or lOlA) J #100 Mat.Price per ' Cost per Drip Strip #104 ror lOlA) I and #103 I 2-#102 and #102 I 
!Per Unit Units I only -1 No~rip with Drip I witP Drip rith Driplwith Drip I 
I l l I I t l I $ 3.20 I $14.061 $13.58 $23.96 ,$82.01 $78.33 I I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
Copper Drip Strip only was installed over entrance on 11C1" Type Houses #3, 9, ·15, 20 & 29. 
1- Entrance Detail #104 witho1.1t copper drip strip or roof projection was installed on nBn Type Houses #4,7,1-8,21, 25,30. 
1 - Entrance Detail #101 (or lOlA) with copper drip strip but without roof projection was installed on "Ctt Type Houses 
#6, 8, 12, 24 & 28. 
2 - Different Entrance Details #101 (or lOlA) and #103 with copper drip strip but without roof projection was installed 
on '1A" Type Houses #11, 13, 19, ·& 27 and on "Bn Type Houses ://16. 
2 - Identical Entrance Details #102 with roof projection and copper drip strip ,,.,as installed on "A" Type Houses #1, 17, 
22 & 26. 
2 - Different Entrance Details #100 and #102 with roof projection and copper drip strip was installed on "A" Ty~ 
Houses #5 & 10 and on "B" Type Houses #2, 14 & 23. 
58 
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16. KITCHEN CABINETS I A 
lwage Rate1 Man-hour;-r- j Man-hours~1 -
A & B KITCHEN AND BATH J or or Mat. I Cost per I or 
CABINETS-LIVING ROOM Mat.Price ::__pr 1 100 Net Material I 
FREE STANDINv CLOSET Per Unit Units Per House . 
Production Labor I 
Carpenter $ 2.35 r' 17.65 
Labor 1.50 I 
1
. 5.26 
*Linoleum Layer(on cabinetsl 2.35 3.82 
I l I I' TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST I  
II' ' ~~ Material Medicine Cabinet 10.00 






Base Unit 1'611 M 6030 No 
Top 
Base Unit 2'4n M 6036 No 
Top 
Upper Unit 4 1 0" M 6027 
Setup 
Upper Unit 4'0" M 6009 
S.etup 
Upper Unit 2 '011 N 6000 
Linen Cabinet 
Upper Units 3 '0 11 M 6003 
Linen Storage 
Base Unit 3'011 M 6036 No 
Top 
Base Unit 3'4" M 6036 No 
Top 
































TYPE OF HOUSE - NET ill~ ITS 
-~ B ~.-- C --t· an-hour-;-----~Man~-~ ----
Cost or Cost I or Cost I 
Per Material Per Material I Per 
House !Per House House !Per House House T ---t-1 ----i 
I I ~p41.48 1 I 19.62 $46.11 I 22.10 '1) 51.931 
7.89 5.26 7.89 I 5.26 7.89 
_§.9S I 3.77 _ s.s6 5.17 12.1sl 
5S.35 I 62.S6 . I 71.971 






























1 i · I 









Page 2 of 2 Pages STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - C01~0SITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
16. KITCHEN CABINETS _[---A-- . B =r= --C -
l}lage Rate I Man-hours~----- Man-hourfi; Man-hourl---~ho-ur_s_,Jr----·--1 
KITCHEN AND BATH 1 or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
CABINETS-LIVING ROOM IMat.Price per I 100 Net Material Per Material Per Material Per 
Material Cont. 1 I 
Base Unit 3'0n M 6084 No I I I 
Top $35.44 t I I 1 I $35.44 
Base Unit 3'6" M 6036 No 1 I · 
Top 42.77 I 1 I 42.77 
Upper Unit 2'6" M 6o03 29.65 2 I 59 • .30 
·Upper· iJnit"'' ~'"6Jt M 6003 37 .15.. I I 1 I 37'.15 
3/4" x 3/4" Outside Corner! .05 1 $ .05 2 $ .10 I 10 I ·.so 
l/4n x 3/4" Cnbinot Mould .o.Jt 10 .35 I 16 .56 I 12 ·.42 
l/2n Gypsum Sheetrock 40.00 10 .40 I 10 .40 10 ·.40 
Armstrong Linoleum, Metal I' 1 I 
Cove, Metal Edge Strips J 
and Armstrong Mastic 22.00* 22.00*. i 22.00** 
Living Room Free Standing I . I 
Closet 1220.00 l 1 220.00 1 1 
2" x 4n Idaho White Fir#2 91.25 I 12 1.10 I 12 
3/4n Plywood Jl82.00 1 32 5.82 f 32 
Clothes Rod, Round I .10 I 4 · .40 I 4 
Doors 1' 10" x 6 1 8" 16. 16 I 2 32. 32 2 I--
' 323.11 425.27 1 
I 259.64 1 
I 323.11 684.91 I 
To~ K1t6hon·Q Eoth Cab4net Material Cost 
Total Living Room Free Standing Closet Material Cost 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL Lli.BGR AND MATERIAL COST 1 $381.46 ~747.77 1 
* A Subcontractor 
** Includes Subcontractor's Profit 















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
17. CLOSET WALL 
·----------------~ge Rate 
I or 
A. ASSEMBLY Mat. Price 




TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material 
nAn Type Closet Wall 
uBn Type Closet Wall 
ncn Type Closet Wall 




TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
~---3 I --
Man-hours r---1 JMan-h~A Man-hours Br----,Man-hours c __ _ 
or Mat. Cost rer or Cost or I Cost I or Cost 
per 100 Net Mater Per !Material Per Material Per 
17.07 2 5. 60. 15.43 23-.14 10.50 .J..2i12 
I I . 40.84 $95.97 41.49 $97.50 24.63 $57.88 
1 121.57 120.64 73.63! 
I 12'611* I 76.01 12 1611* 
10 11011* 59.37 
819n * 48.25 




1 _37 .og 
76.01 ' 
7'211* 25.08 


















* See special study of closet wall and kitchen-utility closet for detailed material and labor breakdown. 
1)174~7~ ' 
0/ 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 




A B ; c I 18. PAINTING I 
-
Wage Rate Man-hours I Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours I 
or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
A to H. ALL PAINTING Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per Mater i al Per 
Per Unit Units Per House House Per House House Per House House 
Production Labor: 
Painter I $ 2.00 112 $224.00 132.12 $264.24 . 112.45 $224.90 TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 224.00 264.24 224.90 
Material cost, including 
brushes used - price from 
Elliott Decoratj_ng Service, 
Chicago (subcontractor) 141.00 141.00 141.00 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST $365.00 ~405.24 $365.90 
Subcontractor's overhead, 
supervision and profit. 174.09 193.18 174.09 
TOTAL COST $539.09 l $598.42 $539.99 I 
I I I I I I I i 
STAFF HOUSING RESEJ..RCH PROJECT 
-
COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE 
-
NET UNITS 
A B c 
19. FLUES 1 1 1 
I Wage Rate Man-hours Man-hours 1-ian-hours Man-hours or or Mat. or Cost or Cost or Cost lA. INSTALL FLUES Mat.Price per Cost per Material Per Material Per Mate~ial Per 
~ Per Unit Flue Unit Per House House Per House House Per l;ouse I House ·--
Production Labor: I 
- Sheet metal worker $2.1~ 4.35 $9.25 
Carpenter 2~35 2.69 6.32 I 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 15.57 $ 15.57 $ 15.57 $ 15•57 
Material: I *Van-Packer chimney 36.43 1 36.43 36.43 36.43 36.43 Cripples at chimney, 
211 X 4" X 181 91.00 12 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 
- i ----
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 37.52 37.52 37.52 37.52 





I I I I 1 I I I I 
(*) This price reflects 20% discount and direct buying from factory. 




ST.£\..FF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT 
-
COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
• A B c I 
20. PLUMBING ! 
t Wage Rate Man-hours Man-hours I Man-hours Man-hours 
or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost ar Cost 
A. ALL PLUMBING & FIXTURES Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit Units Per House House Per House House Per Ho-...t~c House 
-· 
Production Labor: 
Plumbers $ 2.375 86.18 $204.68 84.29 $200.19 81.27 $193.02 
Labor 1.50 33.14 49.71 35.28 52.92 34.77 52.15 
MachiLle 9.50 .75 7.12 .75 7.12 .75 7.12 
ITOTAL FRODUCTION LABOR COST 261.51 260.23 252.29 
Material: 
*All materials 610.30 610.30 610.30 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST $871.80 $870.53 $862.59 
Subcontractor's overhead, 
supervision and profit 350.38 350.38 . 350.38 
TOTAL COST 
I ~1222.18 $1220.91 $1212.97 I I 
.J I I I I I I I I 
(*) Priced by Miller of Bellis & Miller Plumbing Company 04. 
I 





A.. INSTALL FURNACE 





TOTl1L FRODUCTION LABOR COST 
M aterial: 
Underground fuel oil tank 
550 gallon capacity 
Conco furnace 
Sheet metal - warm air 
ducts 
Oil lines and gauges 
T OTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 
s ubcontractor 1s overhead, 
supervision and profit 

















Note: Computed from actual cost sheet of subcontractor. 
















































342 •. 11 
$461.25 
325.44 






















1 $805.32 · 
I 05 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COHPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GAP~ GE- NET UNITS 
22. GARAGE 
-- -- -llaee Rate Man-hours 
or or l'1at. Cost J-er 
. FLOORS Mst.Price per 100 Net 
-_______ T ____ -:: I --C-Ho~--~ 
Double Garage Single Garage Garage I 
511.3 SF 262.9 SF 248.5 SF 
--...--~---...,..._~-·_....!--•------
Man-hours 1-ian-hours I Man-hours J 
or Cost or Cost or J Cost 
Material Per Y~terial Per Material Per 
Per .Unit 1QQ_§E Units 
-
Per G~~~ -~gg ~!'~~..R_e Garage Per G~~~~· Ga~a££ 
eduction Labor-Double Garage 
Carpenters ~; 2 • .35 1.18 $ 2.77 6.03 $14.17 
Labor 1,50 6.88 10 • .32 35.18 52.77 
Iron ~lorker 2.81t .40 1.12 2.04 5o74 
Cement Finisher 2.50 1.23 3.07 6.29 1S.72 
-17:28 88.40 
p reduction LMbor-Single Garage 
I Carpenters 2.35 2.30 5.40 6.05 $14.22 Labor 1.50 8.47 12.70 2~23 33.45 
Iron Worker 2.8li .49 1.37 1.29 3.6.3 
Cement Finisher 2.50 1.39 3 .ft. 7 3.65 _9.]Z 
22.94 60.42 
roduction labor "C" House 
Garage I Carpenters 2.35 1.41 3.31 3.50 $ 8.22 Labor 1.50 2.43 3.64 6.03 9,04 
Iron Worker 2.8It .54 1.52 1.34 3.77 
Cement Finisher 2.50 ·· .85 ~ 2.11 5.27 
10.59 
0 TAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST ~88.40 $60.42 $26-30 
(oC,, 
Material 
* 2" x 8" Forms Fir #2 
6rt x 6lT #10 1fire Mesh 
vJashed Gravel 
22. 
Ready Mixed Concrete-1,2,Jt 
Mix-5 Bgs per 4,000 1b.yd. 
i" x 12rr .Anchor Bolts 
2:rr X 4"' j~'2 Fir 
21r x 6" #2 Fir 
ITOTAL LABOR & MATERIAL COST 
. COST PER 100 SF 
STAFF HOUSING RES~-:A.RCH PROJ·~CT - COJY.iPOSITZ COST STUDY 
TYP~ OF ~GE- NST UNITS 
.. --r--~-- · · ---1 - -· a=H~-;; -, GARAGES Double Gara~e j Single Gararre · Garage 1 
I
Wa :.-:,e Rate-- Man-hours -- -- --iMan-~~~~; ~F- --- -- 1Man-h~~~9 ~ SF_d_ --tMan:_~~~ ~~ ___ _jl 
or or Mat.. Cost per I or I Cost I or Cost I c::- Cost 








I I ' I 




5~7 9~69 2.75 4.67 3.25 5.52 




• • I ' '" 
1.56 15 .90 





I 152 .• 05 83 .• 40 I 57.37 ' 
I ~~240 .• 45 . ::~143 .• 82 ~~)83.67 
~j 47.02 ) .54.70 ·:/33.67 
I 
·I 
* Assumes 80% Reuse of Forroi.ng l"1B-teria1. /""! \.o • 
STAFF HOUSING RESE.MlCH ffiOJECT - CONPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GARAGE - NET UNITS 
Double Garage i Single Garage c 22. GARAGES no L.F. 65'-211 L.F. 
rB. 'Hage Rate 11an-hours J:1an-hours Han-hours Han-hours WALLS, CUTTING, BUILDING, or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost SHEATHING, ERECTION AND Hat • Price ' per . 100 Net l~aterial Per lviaterial I Per Haterial Per SIDING Per Unit Units Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage 
Production Labor: 
gutting Time, ~T orth Market 
Carpenter $2.35 5.12 $ 12.03 2.56 $ 6.02 
Labor 1.50 3.50 5.25 1·.75 2.62 ! 
l 
Building & Sheathing Time, I 
--- North l'fmrket 
Carpenter 2.35 18.00 I 42.30 10.00 23.50 
Labor 1.50 1.94 2.91 2.30 3.45 
I I Erection & Siding Time, Race & Florida 
I ·carpenter 2.35 48.10 113.03 28.80 67.68 Labor 1.50 18.45 27.67 I 15.30 22.95 
I ~-~203,19 I TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 1$126.22 
I 
1 I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I 
(-,?. 
STJJrF HOUSING RESEJillCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
22. GARAGES 
Wage Rat~ I 1-.fa n-hours 
B • WALLS, CUTTING, BUILDING, 
SHEATHING, ERECTION AND 
SIDING 
*Material: 
lit X 411 to 12n redwood 
panel, tongue and 
groove 
111 x 6it yellow pine 
(stripping) 
2" x 4" Fir #2 
1u x 4" yellow pine 
(diag. bracing) 




















TYPE OF Gi.Ril.GE - NET UNITS _, 
j 
I Double Garage Single Garage c I 
J 110 L.F. 65 1-211 L.F. 
~ Man~hours I Man-hours Han-hours 
or Cost or Cost I or 
Material Per Material Per Material l Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage Fer Garage 
691 $165.84 542 $130.08 
160 13.60 125 I 10.62 633 57.76 432 39.42 
27.3 2.18 25.3 2.02 












STAFF HOUSING RESEiiRCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GARAGE - NET UNITS 
--------- -----l Double Garage Single Garage c 
i 110 L.F. 65'-2n L.F. 22. G.A.RllGES 
I -·-Man-h~urs f Man-hours I Man-hours Man-hours I 
or Mat. Cost per or I Cost or Cost or 
per f 100 Net Material Per Material Per :tvlaterial 
I Units Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage Per Garage 
1---" - ---I 
I Wage Ratef B • WALLS, CUTTING, BUILDING, or 
SHEATHING, ERECTING lJill Mat. Price 
SIDING Per Unit 
*Materials: 
3/4" x 8" beveled redwood 
siding $200.00 748 $149.60 587 $117.40 
2' x 8' x l/2t1 gypsum 44.00 872 38.37 504 22.18 
sheathing 
I 2n x 411 Fir #2 91.25 633.3 57.79 432 39.42 
l.lu1ninum corners J/4u x 811 ,ea. .04 60 
1" x 4" yellow pine (diag. 1 
2.40 60 2.40 
bracing) 80.00 27.3 2.18 25.3 2.02 
$250.34 $183.42 
(*) Garages with beveled redwood siding. 
I 











STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GARAGE - NET UNITS 
22. GARAGES 
-,---Double Garage Single Gara~ 
110 L.F. 65 1-2" L.F. 
c 
r ----~-4-----------
B. WALLS, CUTTING, BUILDING Wag~Rate Ma;-~~':.'sl Cost per tMan~~ours I Cost Man~~ours I Cost Man~ours I Cost 
SHEATHING, ERECTION AND Mat.Price per 100 Net JMaterial 1 Per Material I Per Material I Per ~---S_ID_I_N_G ____________________ ~_P_e_r_U~n_i_t~I--------~~-U_ni_t_s __ ~P_er Gersge~_G_a_r,_a~g~e-+IP_e_r ___ G_ar_a~g~e4-_Ga_r_a~g~e-+P_e_r __ G_ar_a~g~e+-_G_ar_a~g~e_j 
*Material: 
4 1 x 8 1 x 3/811 asbestos 
siding (S .F.) 
l-3/81t x 2-1/4" Fir Battens 
(L.F .) 
2' x 8' x 1/2" Gypsum 
Sheathing, S.F. 
111 x 411 yellow pine 
( diag" bracing) 
2" X 4" Fir 








(*) Garages with asbestos cement siding. 
I I I 
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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH ffiOJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GARAGE - ~"ET UNITS 
l Double Garage I Single Garage c 
22. G.ARAGE i 801 S.F. 413 S.F. 
i \~age Rate I Man-hours Nan-hours Man-hours 
lc. or I Material Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost BUILT-UP ROOF & ROOFING Mat.Price per 100 Net l'laterial Per :tviaterial Per !Material Per 
Per Unit 100 S.F. Units Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage I Per Garage Garage 
Production Labor: 
\ Cutting Time I Ce,rpenter . $ 2.35 $ 1.32* 4.67 $ 10.97 2.33 $ 5.47 
Labor 1.50 t- 1.19* 6.58 9.87 3.29 4.93 
Erection Time ~ 
Carpenter 2.35 14.82* 52.16 122.57 26.05 61.22 
Labor 1.50 I 3.29* 10.25 15.37 9.07 13.60 **Roofer 2.35 5.69* 17.55 41.24 10.00 23.50 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 26.31 200.02 108.72 
~ 
Material: 
Jq# asphalt felt, 216 S.F. 
roll 3.00X 108 1.50 865 12.01 446 6.19 
1~1 asphalt felt, 432 S.F~ 
roll 3.00* 216 1.50 1730 12.01 892 6.19 
Hot roofing asphalt, 100# 
tubs 2.00X 70 1.40 561 11.22 289 5.78 
4' x 8' x !" (32 S.F. per 
sheet) Plyscore sheath- I 
ing·. 95.00 108 10.26 865 82.1? 446 42.37 
16 oz. copper flashing, S.F. .sox 15.69* 139 111.20 81 64.80 
2n x 611 #2 Fir, joist and 
beams 96.00 10.92* 916 87.94 470 45.12 
21t x 8" #2 Fir 98.00 .64* 53 5.19 27 2.65 
1" X 611 #2 Fir, splice 7d. rafters I 85.00 I I .39* I 38 I 3.23 19 I 1.61 I I 
Page 2 of 2 pages 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH ffiOJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF GARAGE - NET UNITS 
Double Garage Single Garage c 22. GARAGE 801 S.F. 413 S.F. 
Wage Rate Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours 
or Material Cost per or Cost or Cost or Cost 
c. BUILT-UP ROOF & ROOFING Hat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit 100 S.F. Units Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage Per Garage Garage 
1\faterial, cont. 
.87* $ $ 3.60 I 1~' X 5" #1 W • P. Fascia $240.00 $ 30 7.20 15 
I' 111 x 6" #1 W. P. Fascia 240.00 2.27* 58 13.92 39 9.36 I 111 x 4" #2 Fir Eave Strip 80.00 __ .41* 25 2.00 21 1.68 
I 
I 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
Subcontractor's overhead 
and profit - 40% mark-up 
(28.5~ overhead and 
profit)XX 
TOTAL LABOR, MATERIAL J.ND 
* 
SUBCO~~CTOR'S COST 
One-car garage only. 
sized garages. 
I 
45.85 348.09 189.35 
10.31 I 75.08 42.58 
$82.47 $623.19 $340 •. 65 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
These material quantities are not directly proportional· to the net roof area for different 
** Subcontractor. Man-hours and price not reflected on Kuhne-Simmons' payroll. 
X Material rates are list prices quoted by Midwest Roofing Company. The copper cost is high enough to include shop 
fabrication labor. 
xx Roofing contractor's overhead and profit is chargeable against Roofer labor and roofing and flashing materials. 73. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
22. GARAGES 
I D. DOORS & WINDOWS 











Material . ~~ 
1-5/811 x 3n Window Sill 
1-5/16'1 x 2n Brick M:>ld 
3/4n x 2-5/81l Stops S.4.S 
LF 
3/4" x 3/4n. Stops LF 






3/411 x 21t Filler S.4.S. .08 
2-3/4" X 3/4" Stops LF .lot 
2" x 611 (Ripped to 2" x 1· 
4t'') BF I 93.00 
2" x 4 11 (Ripped to 2n x I 
2") BF . l 91.25 
Cra,t~ford Doormaster-Over-1 
head Door. Complete 1 
1..ri th hard1.rare & lock . ea. 6 3. 00 
D.S.A. Glass 3011 x 1811 el. .80 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST · 
TOTAL LABOR & MATERIAL COST 
Man-hours r 
or Mat. I 
per 
I 
TYPE OF GA.ru.GE - NET UNITS 
c I Double ~a-ra_g_e- II Single B Garage r, 
1 110 LF . 651-2" LF 
l-f..a.n-hour._s_l _____ ft-M-a-n--h-o..;...ur;i----+-rMa-n-hours t 
Cost per or 1 Cost or -- I Cost or 1 
Material I Per !Material I 
Units IPer Garage Garage Per Garage! Garage 'Per Garage 
110.50 $.)24.671 7.13 <>16.75 t 7.13 
I .50 I __1.06 .25 I -~ J .25 I I I I 25.73 I 17.28 i 
I I lu I 6.oo I 6 I J.oo ~~ 6 
I 68 I 11.90 I 34 I 5.95 I 34 
132 I 3~36 16 I 1.68 16 
32 I 1.60 16 I .80 I 16 
I 1.92 6 I .96 I 6 12 
6 
22 
I .48 3 I .24 3 
I 2.31 I 11 1.~5 Il 11 
1 3.74 r 2o 1.s6 2o 












1 I 63.00 I 1 






~16 · 75 I 
.. . I 
_s3















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
23. WALKS AND DRIVES 
• 
Wage Rate Man-hours 
A. INCLUDES STOOFS AND BREEZEWAY SLABS, or or Mat. 
MAIL BOXES, GARBAGE CANS, .hND CLOTHES Mat.Price per 
LINE POLES. Per Unit Double Drive 
p reduction Labor and Machine: 
Carpenter $ 2.35 2.83 
Labor 1.50 80.92 
Cement Finisher 2.50 19.68 
Survey Engineer 1.8~ 7.82 
Engineer-Operator 2.25 2.50 
Truck Driver 1.75 1 .. 42 
*Truck 2.06 1.42 
Bulldozer D-6 2.93 1.50 
**Roller 1.00 1 .. 00 
T OT.t.L ffiODUCTION LABOR .b.ND Mb.CHINE COST 
M aterial: 
211 x 4 n Forms, B. F. 91.25 35 
Ready-mixed Concrete, Yd. 11.30 8 
* **Mail boxes, ea. 1.00 2 Majestic Garbage Relievers 10.13 2 
Clothes line poles, 311 pipe, ea. 7.67 2 
Class X hggregate Stone and Chip~, yd. 3.40 24.4 
1 TOT.AL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LA.BOR, MACHINE AND Mll.TERIAL COST 
* Truck, cost per hour based on rental rate of Melvin Samuels. 
** 
*** 
No cost available. Due to age and condition, low rate was assumed. 























Cost per Project I 
30 Houses 




STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT - COHPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
A B c 
24. GRADING 
Wage Rate Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours 
or or Mat. or Cost ()r Cost or Cost 
A. ROUGH - 30 HOUSES Mat.Price per Cost per Material Per Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit Project Project Per House House Per House House Per House House 
Labor $ 1.50 1,030 t $1,531.12 
Bulldozer D-6 Hi-lift 2.9.3 279~ 818.93 
Operating Engineer 2.25 279t 628.87 
*Truck 2.06 506t 1,043.39 
Truck Driver 1.55 506-A- 784.30 
Survey Engineer 1.87! 224 424.69 
Grader - Hired with opera-
tor from General Paving 10.00 4~ 455.00 
Trucks - Hired with drivers 
from Melvin Samuels 3.62 164 593.68 l Bulldozer - Hired with 
operator from F. A. Somer 3 9.50 2~ I 280.25 
Scoop -Rented from Simmonsj 
2.28 253 577.61 used with D-6 bulldozer 
, 
T CTAL COST - 30 HOUSES $7,137.84 
c OST PER HOUSE $ 237.93 
I . I I I I I I I I 
(*) Truck coat per hour based on rental rate of Melvin Samuels. 
7b 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 









TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
Material: 
Bank run gravel 
Form lumber (reused and 
scrap) 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 
1.70 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS ! A -B------~-----·-C---------1 
I 235 S.F. 273.5 S.F. 285 • .3 S.F. ~ 
Man-hours I 'Man-hours 
1
. Man-hours I Man-hours I -
or Mat. , Cost per or .Cost or Gost or I Cost 
per .C.Y. I C. Y. of Materi~!e I Per Material Per Material 1 Per 1 
of Gravel Grav_e_l_-+-P __ e_r J!_~-~-ou_s_e_.+P_e_r_H_ou_s_e_ ... __ H_o_u_s_e_I-IP_e_r House HD!:!::~ 
9.25 $13;.87 I 
---1 2~5 $3 •. 75 7.62 $11.43 8.87 
3.75 11.43 


















I I $20.47 
' I . 
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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH l~OJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
I I l A B c 25. MATERIAL DELIVERY [. Jwage Rate Man-hours 1 Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours l or or Mat. · Cost per 1 or Cost or Cost or I Cost ALL MATERIAL HANDLING Mat.Price per Project Material Per Material Per Material Per 
Per Unit Project Per House House Per House House Per House House 
-
~-
Production Labor: I Labor $ 1.50 2,905.75 $4,358.62 
TruO.k Dr:tver 1.75 606.50 1,061.37 
Carpenter I 2.35 9.25 21.741 Survey Engineer I 1.87-~ 6.25 11.72 . I Truck 2.06 606.50 1,249.391 Low-boy Trailer - 15 ton 
- -
190.20 
TOTAL MATERIAL DELIVERY COST $6,893.04 . 
:COST PER HOUSE I $ 229.77 
I I 
I I I 
Page 1 of 2 pages 
-· 
OVERHEAD, LABOR & MA.CHINE 






2A. Equipment Building 
Carpenter 
Labor 





I Truck driver 
I Truck 
rA· Job Upkeep, Temporary Closing 
Car nter pe 

















2.3 5 I 
26. CONS'IRUCTION OVERHEAD, RACE AND FLORIDA 
Man-hours 
or Mat. .. 
per Cost per 
Project Project 
7.00 $ 16.45 
1,637. 50 2,456.62 
355.25 621.69 









6.00 14.10 II 
-
























Stora e g 
Carpenter 
Labor 
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STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT 
-
COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
26. CONS'IRUCTION OVERHEAD, RJ.CE AND FLORIDA 
Wage Rate Man-hours I Wage Rate Man-hours or or Mat. or or Mat. 
OVERHEAD, LABOR & MACHINE Mat.Price per Cost per OVERHEAD, MA TER:U.L Mat.Price per Cost per 
Per Unit Project Project Per Unit Project Project 
6. 14iscellaneous Work 2A. Equipment Building 
Carpenter $ 2.35 71.75 $ 168.61 2_ll X 411 #2 Douglas 
Labor 1.50 74.75 112.12 Fir $ 91.25 1,316 $ 120.08 
Eng. 1.8'ft 3.00 5.62 2" X 811 #2 Douglas 
Fir 98.00 53 5.19 
211 x 10" #2 Douglas 
TOTAL LABOR LND }lfACHINE COST $4,991.86 Fir · 98.00 1,700 166~60 lit X 411 #2 Yellow 
Pine 80.00 171 13..68 
111 X 6tt #2 Yellow 
Pine 85.00 160 13.60 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST (new) 319.15 
Deduct 50% far reused material 159.57 
NET Mn.TERIAL COST (used) 159.58 
TOTl.L IJJ30R, Ml~CHINE AND ML.TERil~L COST $5,151.44 
I 
j I I I II I I I 
Note: Truck priced according to Helvin Samuels' rental rate. 
~0 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCE ffiOJECT - CONPOSITE COST STUDY 
26. CONSTRUCTION OVERHEAD, NORTH MARKET 
OVERHEAD, L.t\BOR & MACHII\TE 




2B. Equipment Repair 
Carpenter 
4B. Machine Upkeep 
Carpenter 
Labor 
5C. Material Protection 
Labor 
6 . Hiscellaneous Work 
Carpenter 
Labor 









2 • .35 
1.50 
1.50 


















57 • .31 
67.46 







Note: Truck priced according to Melvin Samuels' rental rate. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH FROJECT - COJ:--1POSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET UNITS 
27. SUPERVISORY TIME --A----··:- -·---B-------r------C-- -~ 





I\~ ight watchman 
Hater boy 
I TOTAL COST 
Machine cost - truck 
I COST PER HOUSE 
or or Hat. ! 1 or I Cost I or l Cost · or 11 Cost j Mat. Price 1 per I Cost per Haterial 1 Per !Material Per I ~aterial 1 Per 1 
!Per Unit I Projectp_oJ;_..·e_c_t___..j_?_er. Ho~~o:::se -tPer Housel House ~House[ House 1 
$3.75 I 624 I $2340.00 I t' I I I 
3.5o 836 2926.oo I I 
1 
I 
I I I i I I 
1.87t 664 I 1245.00 I I ,, 11· 
I I ' I I' 
.85 944 802.40 I I I I I 
244.20 I II I I ____ , 
$?55?.60 1 1 
132.94 I I 
































STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH ffiOJECT - COivlPOSITE COST STUDY 
TYPE OF HOUSE - NET tll'TITS i 
A B c I 28. MISCELLANEOUS EQUI~~NT 
I vlage Rate Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours Nan-hours 
lA· R.~TH ACCESSORIES, CLOTHES or or Mat. Cost per or Cost or 
Cost or Cost 
LINE, HOOKS, ETC. Mat.Price per 100 Net Material Per Material Per Ivlaterial 
Per 
Per Unit House Units Per- House House Per House House Per House House 
-
Production Labor: 
Carpenter $ 2.35 5.47 $ 12.85 6.50 $ 15.27 6.25 
G:- 14.99 <:~ 
-
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 12.85 15.27 14.69 
.. - .. . . 
" 
lvia terial: 
2411 metal bar towel holder, ~a. 1.50 2 3.00 2 3.00 2 3.00 
Soap holder w/drain, ea. .75 1 .75 1 .75 1 .75 
Paper holder , ea. 1.10 1 1.10 1 1.10 1 1.10 
Clothes line hooks, ea. .05 6 .30 6 .30 6 .30 
Door stops, doz. 1.25 6 .62 7 .72 6 .62 I 
Adjustable metal strips 
for closet shelves, L.F. .0425 52 2.29 99 4.21 73 3.10 
Shelf rest clips, ea. .0135 40 • 54 76 1.03 56 .76 
House numbers, doz. 7.80 4 2.60 4 2.60 4 
2.60 
Robe hooks, ea. • 50 1 .50 1 .50 1 .so 
Closet hooks, doz. 2.90 42 10.15 48 11.60 30 7.24 
-
TOTAL V~TERIAL COST 21.85 25.81 19 .. 97 
~TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 1 I $ 34.70 $ 41.62 
$ 34.66 I 
I t I I I I I 
~3. 
APPENDIX I 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL vTINDOWS 
~1 ~~ t r I ~ ~~ -td ~ .. ... rn 00 r-j I 
,, l 
'!I ! 
rt"'1 '-... ' rY" 0J ~ 
I J \' 'II : 





STJJrF HOUSING RES~CH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
CONPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL WINDOVIS 






Wage Rate t Cost per Unit 
or I 
Type Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price Labor Material 
11-1 IJ~BOR 
Carpenter 3 hrs. ~? 2 • .35 ~~ 7.05 
Glazer 10 min. 2.12! .35 
~p 7.40 
Ml ... TER:U.L: 
Split sill 1-5/8" X 3-1/8" .3'-11" • 50 $ 2.00 
Sill backing 211 x 4" cut 21-6" - 1-2/.3 B.F. .llt .19 
Full sill 1-5/811 X 5-1/ 4" 2'-9n 1.00 2.90 
Blocking 111 ~ 211 10' .07 .70 
Blocking llf X J" 3'-4" .09 • .30 
Stops 111 X 311 12'-4n .09 1.11 
Stops 3/411 X 3/4tt 12'-4" 
. .o~ .44 
Brick mold 14t-6" .17t I 2.54 
.3/4" ~ Rd. 5 '-0" .oJt .18 
Interior trim back band 18' .06 1.08 
Interior trim 5/8" X 2-5/81t 2 I -611 .09 .22 
Utility sash 1 9.62 9.62 
Glass 30/44 1 • 2.50 2.50 
$2.3.78 
TOTAL IJillOR J...ND ML.TERil...L COST $31.18 
I I B. I I 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - CO~UDSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST. OF I NDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 






_J Wage Rate Cost per Unit or 
Type Quantities and Labor Hours I Material Price Labor Material 
B-1 LABOR: I Carpenter 3 hrs. $ 2.35 $ 7.05 
Glazer 10 min. 2.12t I .35 
$ 7.40 I MATERIAL: . 
Split sill 1-5/811 X 3-l/8U 3'-11" • 50 $ 2.00 
Sill backing 2n x 4" cut 2 1-611 - 1-2/3 B.F. .llt .19 
Full sill 1-5/811 X 5-1/4" 2'-9n 1.00 2.90 
Blocking 11t X 21f 9'-0" .07 .63 
Blocking 1 11 X 3" 3'-411 .09 .30 
Stops 1n x 3" 11'-411 .09 1.02 
Stops 3/411 X J/ 4n 11'-4" .o~ .40 
Brick mold 13' -6tt .l'ft 2.36 
3/4" t Rd. 5'-0" .oJt .18 
Interior trim backband 17' .06 1.02 
Interior trim 5/811 X 2-5/811 2 1-611 .09 .23 
Utility sash 1 9.62 9.62 
Glass 30/37t 1 1.89 +.89 
$22.74 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST I $30.14 I 
c. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - C0}1P0SITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF I NDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 






I or I Type Quantities and Labor Hours t Material Price I Labor I Material t 
C-1 LABOR: 
Carpenter 3 hrs. $ 2.-35 $ 7.05 
Glazer 10 min. 2.12t .35 
$ 7.40 
MATERIAL: 
s p1i t sill 1-5/811 X 3-1/8" 3'-ll" • 50 $ 2.00 
Sill backing 2" x 4" cut 2'-6" .llt l .19 Full sill l-5/81l X 5-l/ 4n 2'-911 1.00 2.90 
Blocking 1" X 2" 8' .07 • 56 
Blocki ng 111 X 3° .3'-4" .09 .30 
St.ops ll1 X 3" 10'-411 .09 .93 
Stops 3/4n x 3/4n 10 '-L:!' .oJt I .36 .17-~ J Brick mold 12' -611 2.19 
3/4" ~ Rd. 51-011 I .oJt .18' Interior trim back band 16 1 .06 , .96 
Interior trim 5/811 X 2-5/8" 2 '-61' .09 .23 
Utility sash 1 9.62 9.62 
Glass .30/31 1 1.41 1.41 
$21.83 








STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST ST1JDY 
COMPLETE COST CF I NDIVIDUAL WIND01NS 
• 
Quantities and Labor Hours 
LABOR: 
Carpenter 3 hrs. 
Glazer 15 min. 
MATERIAL: 
Split sill 1-5/811 X 3-1/8" 3' -1111 
Sill backing 2" x 4" cut 2'-6" 
Full sill 1-5/8" X 5-1/4" 21-611 
Blocking 1" X 211 12' 
B 1 0Cl:.:!.!lg 1" X J" 3'-4" 
StOIJS 1" X 3" 14'-4" 
Stops 3/411 X 3/411 14' -41t 
Brick mold 17' 
3/411 t Rd. 5' 
Interior trim backhand 20' 
Interior trim 5/811 X 2-5/8U 2'-6" 
Utility sash 1 I Glass 30/57 1 I 
I 
I 
















Cost per Unit 
Material Price Labor Material 
$ 2.35 $ 7.05 
2.12t • 53 
----$ 7.58 
.50 $ 2.00 
.1]:~ ._19 
1.00 2.90 
.07 •. 84 
.09 I .)o .09 .... 1.29 
.oJt I .50 .l'lt 2.98 
.oJi I .18 .06 1.20 
.09 .22 










STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - CO~WOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 
Quantities and Labor Hours I 
LABOR: 
.. carpenter 5-1/4 hrs. 
Glazer 20 min. 
MATERIAL: 
Split sill 1-5/8" X J-1/811 5'-1011 
' 
Sill backing 2n x 411 cut 5' 
Full sill 1-5/8" X 5-1/4" 5'-6" 
Blocking 111 X 211 12'-8ll 
Blo~king 111 X Jll 5' 
Stor.~d 111 X 3" 24' -8n 
Stops 3/4t1 X 3/4" 24' _gn 
Brick mold 17' -611 
3/ 4" l Rd. 10' 
Interior trim back band 23'-411 
Interior trim 5/811 X 2-5/811 5'-2" 
Mullion trim 5'-211 
Glass 30/44 2 
Utility sash 2 
I 
TOTAL LABOR AI\lD 11P.TER:U.L COST 
\~age Rate 
or 











Cost per Unit 
Material Price Labor Material 
~ 2.35 fk 12.34 
2.1~ .71 
$ 13.05 




















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COI{PQSITE COST STUDY 
COHPLETE COST OF ITIJ1JIVIDUAL "t;JI1lJ)()WS 
Wage Rate 
br 






I Cost per Unit 
Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price I Labor Material 
i 
LABOR: 
Carpenter 5-1/4 hrs. $ 2.35 $12.34 
Glazer 20 min. I 2.1~ .71 ----$13.05 i MATERIAL: I Split sill 1-5/8" X 3-1/8" 5'-10" .50 t $ 2.92 1 Sill backing 2" x 4" cut 5' .llt I .38. Full sill l-5/8n x 5-1/4" 5l-6lf 1.00 5.60 
Bloc!dng llf X 2t1 111-811 .07 .81 
Blo•:<King 1" X 3n 5' .09 .45 
Stc.~~ 1" X 311 22'-8n .09 2.03 
· Stops 3/4" X 3/4" 22'-8" .oJt .79 
Brick mold 16'-6" .l?t 2.89 
3/4" t Rd. 10' .o~ .35 
Interior trim back band 22 1-4ff .06 1.34 
Interior trim 5/8" x 2-5/8" 5'-2" .09 .47 
Utility sash 2 9.62 19.24 
Glass 30/34t 2 1.89 3.78 
Mullion trim 4'-81t .09 .41 
$41.46 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST I I $4 5 .51 I 
Type 
C-2 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF lNDIVIDlJAL vliNDOWS 
1~age Rate 
or 






Cost per Unit 
Quantities and Labor Hours Naterial Price Labor Material 
LABOR: 
Carpenter 5-1/4 hrs. 
-
$ 2.35 ~12.34 
Glazer 20 min. 2.1~ .71 I 
$13.05 
MATERIAL: 
Split sill 1-5/811 X 3-1/811 5' -10" .50 $ 2.92 
Sill backing 2" x 411 cut 5' .lit • .38 
Full sill 1-5/811 x 5-l/4n 51-61t 1.00 5.60 
Blocking 1" X 211 10' -811 .07 .74 
Blocking 111 X 31t 5' .09 .45 
Stops 111 X 311 20'-8" .09 1.85 
Stops 3/4" X 3/4" 20 '-8" .oJt .72 
Brick mold · 15'-4" .1'* 2.68 
3/4" iRd. 10' .oJt .35 
Interior trim back band 21'-411 .06 1.48 
Interior trim 5/8" X 2-5/8" 5'-211 .09 .47 
Utility sash 2 9.62 19.24 
Glass 30/31 2 1.41 2.82 
Mullion trim 4' -2" .09 .38 
---$40.08 





















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 







Wage Rate J Cost per Unit ·1 




l-5/8ll X J-l/8fl 
2" x 4'1 cut 
l-5/8t1 X 5-1/4" 
lit X 2n 
1" X 3" 
111 X J" 
J/4" X 3/4" 
back band 


































I I $ 2.92 
I'. 5:~~ 1.02 ,. 
I .·45 . 2.57 
I 1.oo I 3 .. so I 
I
I .35. ' 1.52 
.·47 I 
I 19.24 
I 6.84 ·~ '-----------~-4_6._3_6~ 
TOTAL LA.BOR AND MATERIAL COST I . ,-- $59.76 
STAFF HOUSD~G RES~&RCH PROJ~CT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF IHDIVIDUAL WIN'DOWS 







r··· --T-~. -.---------------- ---- - J Wage 0~ate ~st per ~~----4 
. A~3 +--LA-B-OR-~----------~ant~~~e:._a~~-~b~r Hours· ·-~ --~--- - - feria:_:ri~ Labor _J_!:fa~~ial _J: 
Carpenter 7-/r hrs. ,. $ 2.35 I $17.62 · I· 
t· 
Glazer 30 min. 2.12t J-!.06 f 















1-5/8" X 3-1/811 
2n x 4" cut 
l-5/8tr X 5-1/J+It 
llt X 2" 
1" X 3n 
111 X 311 
3/41t X 3/4t-r 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/8" 
30/44 
TOTAL LABOR Al"'ID f.iATilliAL COST 
8'-61t .50 $ 4.25 t 
?t -611 .11t .57 l· 
i~;:~u 1:~ ,, 1 ~=~~ I · 
~;;8" ::g~ I I 3:~ . l 
37'· .o3t J 1.3o 1 
20'-6't .17-:r l 3.59 I 
15' .03t f 
1
t .53 I 
28'-8" .o6 t 1.12 I 
7'-1Qit .09 I ~~ • 70 I 
10'-4" .09 J .93 t 
3 2. 50 I I ? • 50 
3 9,62 ~-U\ ~! j 
J I $ 81.73 - . . j 
STAFF HOUSING HESZJu-:Cil J?~\.OtlliCT - c ~J~·~OSIT;: COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF IHDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 
S. H.C. HINDU:! 








B-3 I LABOR: I Carpenter 7! hrs. $ 2.35 $17.62 Glazer 30 min. 2.12t 1.06 I l ~ 18.68 I I MATERIAL: Split sill 1-5/8" X 3-1/S" ~ '-6" .50 I $ 4•25 f Sill backing 2n x 4n cut 7'-6" .11~ •. 57 l Full sill l-5/8tr X 5-l/ 4" S'-111 1.00 8.10 
Blocking 1n X 211 14'-4n .07 ~ 1.50 l I Blocking 1" X Jff 6•-srr .09 .59 
t S.tops 111 X Jlf . 34' .09 I 3.06 Stops 3/4" X 3/4" 34 1 • .o3t l.l9 B~ick mold 19 1-611 .l7i- 3.41 3/4" -¥·~a. 15 1 r I .53 .OJ:a 
' 
' 
Interior trim back band 27'-8n .06 I 1.66 I Interior trim 5/8" X 2~5/811 7'-10" .09 .70 Utility sash 3 9.62 I r 28.86 Glass 30/37t .3 1.89 J 5.69 f Mullion trim 9'-4n .09 I .8{. l ~) 60.45 I TOT.AL LABOR AND 11ATERIL.L COST K 1 $ 79.13 
- Type 




















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
C011PLETE COST OF I l'lDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 






----·----------------_____J-- Wage0~at~--r--___ c_o_s_t~~--r __ un_i_t ____ ~ 
-




l-5/8" · x 3-1/8" 81-Gn 
2" x 4" cut 7'-611 
1-5/8" x 5-l/4n .. 8 1-ln 
111 X 21t 13'-4n 
1" X 3" 6''-8" 
1" X 3if 31' 
J/41f X J/4" 31' 
18 1-611 
15' 
back band 26 1-8" 






































TOTAL LA.BOR AND MATERIAL COST $ 76.91 
STAFF HOUSING RF,SFARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL WINDO\tlS 







~ Wage 0~te Cost per un:.:._ __ I Typel=- Quantities and Labor Hours I . 
I D-3 I LABOR: l I 
I I Carpenter 7t hrs. $ 2.35 $ 17.62 I Glazer 40 min. 2.12! -kit~ 
I I $ 19.04 
I JvfATERIAL: I I Split sill 1-5/8" X 3-1/811 8'-h" .50 $ 4.25 
I Sill backing 2" x 4" cut 7 1-611 I 1 .57 I .112 
I Full sill 1-5/8" X 5-1/411 8 1-1" I 1.00 8~10 Blocking 1" X 211 17'-4" I .07 1·.21 I Blocking 1n X 3" 6 1-8" .09 .-59 I 
Stops 111 X 3" 43' I .09 3~87 Stops 3/411 X 3/411 43' 03-l.. 1.50 • 2 Brick mold 22 1 -6tl . 1 3.94 I .172 
l 3/4" t rd. 
15' I .03t .53 Interior trim back band 30'-811 .06 1.84 
I Interior trim 5/811 X 2-5/811 7'-10" I .09 .70 Utility sash 3 9.62 28.86 l Glass 30/57 3 I 3 •. 42 10.26 Mullion trim 12 1-4" .09 ' 1.11 
I 
I 
I I $ 67.33 I ·----I TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST $ 86.37 -M. I 
STAFF HOUSING RESFARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 






---·----·--------~0!ate L-~~ per_Unitj J Type Quantities and labor Hours j Material Price I Labor 4 Mate:;:w~ 
.. ,~-~-u-~-~-~-~-n-t-~----%-~-~-s-.------ I $ 2.~ T~~~~ I II 
Glazer 40 min. 2 .12t 1.42 










3/4" t rd. 





1-5/8" X 3-1/8" 
2n x 411 cut 
1-5/811 x 5-l/4n 
1" X 211 
1n X 3" 
1n X 3" 
3/411 X J/411 
back band 

















.50 $ 5.75 
.11t • 77 · I 
1.00 10.10 : ,1. 
.07 1.26 




.o3t . 1. 7.5· I 
. l?t I II 4. 20 I 
.03t I • 7.0 l, 
.06 2.04 
.09 I I . .95 I 
9.62 38.48 
2.50 I 10.00 I' 
.09 I -L~ 
$82.63 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST r $ 106.38 1 
Type 
B-4 
STAFF HOUSING ~ESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 





















l-5/81t X 3-l/8tt 
2" x 4n cut 
l-5/81t X 5-1/4" 
1" X 2n 
1" X JU 
1" X JU 
3/4tt X 3/4" 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/8" 
30/37t 




































Wage Rate Cost per Unit 
or 
Material Price~ Labor+ ~~terial 
,---- --------






















4 .. 14 
1 •. 61 












C-4 I I 
I 
I 





















STAFF HOUSI NG RESEARCH PROJ~CT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 






--------- ----- ~~age 0~ate --~est per ~ni:_~ 
Quantities and Labor Hours 
9t hrs. 
40 minJ 
1-5/811 X J-l/8tt ll'-6n 
2't x 4" cut 101 
1-5/8" X 5-1/4" 10' -1011 
111 X 211 16t 
l't X Jll 8'-4" 
l'f X 311 41'-6" 
3/4n x 3/4n 41' -6tt 
22' 
20' 
back band 32' 









































TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST p 1 $loo.o8 1 
~:el 























C01'-1PLETE COS'f 0F It\1TIIVIDUAL vJINDOWS 
Quantities and Labor Hours 
9t hrs. 
50 min. 
1-5/8" X 3-lj8tt 
2" x 4" cut 
1-5/8n X 5-1/411 
1" X 2" 
1" X 3" 
1" X 3rr 
3/4" X 3/4" 
back band 























Wage0~ate I Cost per Unit ~ 
Material Price +~ Labor ! Material I 
~----1------l 
















$22.33 I I 
.-LJ7 I I $24.10 
I . 
11 $ 5.75 I 
.77 
I 1o.1o I 
J 1 1.4o I 
I l .75 5.16 
I 2.00 4.55 
l .70 
I 2.16 .95 
I 38.48 13.68 
I ~I ~I ------~~--$_8_8_.1~ 
1 $112.20 J 
























3/4" t rd. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 






---·----·--r- Wage Rate or Cost per Unit I Quantities and Labor Hours ~ Material Price 
,____ALabor ~~t~ 
~19.49 · .. 1 8-1/4 hrs. 
30 min. 
l-5/8tt x 3-1/8n 
2n x 411 cut 
1-5/8" x 5-1/4 n 
111 X 21l 
1" X 311 
1" X 3n 
3/4tr X 3/411 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/8U 
30/44 
3/4 X 4-1/8 
3/4 X 4-7/8 
3/4 X 3-5/8 











































..1~06 . · I 
$20.55 II . ·I 
-~· 4.59 
.57 







1.30 . tt 
3 .• 61 







. • 34 I ~12 
~65.24 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST S85.79 __, 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF I NDIVIDUAL WINDOWS 
·r=rype Quantities and Labor Hours 
B-C ---li---LA-B-·0-R-" :_____ ___,;..__ ·---
1 
Carpenter Bt hrs. I Glazer 30 min. 
I I MATERIAL: · Split :rill-
' 















J/4n t rd. 
1-5/8" X 3-l/8tt 
2n x 411 cut 
1-5/811 X 5-1/4" 
1" X 2" 
1n X 3" 
1" X 3" 
3/4" X 3/4tt 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/811 
30/37-~ 
3/4 X 4-1/8 
3/4 X 4-7/8 
3/4 X 3-5/8 
J/4 X 4-3/8 


























fWage Rat~I-Cost per Unit-~ 
---~ Material Price r-Lab;;;-jMaterial i 
,--- r-------r----
1 * 2.35 1 $19.49 . 
I 2 .12t I 1. 06 I I I $20 • .55 . l 
I :i~t II $ 4 :;~ I 
, 1.oo 9.20 1 
I .o7 1..o5 r .09 1 .45 I 
I .09 ~ 3.06 .OJ~ 1.19 I 
I 
.17t 3.43 
.03} .53 I 
.06 1.66 
I .09 • 70 1 9.62 28.86 




I .30 .20 .3o I .36 
I .30 I .. 34 
J .oJt -·12 I 







STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 






·---------~ Wage Rate or I Cost-;;-Uni t-1 
Quantities and Labor Hours . _j_ Material Price Labor I Material __ , 
·--__;__ ------ - --r- I - . 
lABOR : I tl> II l l, Carpenter 8-1 4 hrs. ~ 2.35 $19.49 
Glazer 30 min. 2.12t _k06 I I ~ $20.55 
MaTERIAL: I I I 
Split sill 1-5/811 x 3-1/gn 9' -2n • 50 I J ~4. 59 I 
Sill backing 2n /x 4" cut 7'-611 .11-§- .57 ( 
Full sill 1-5 8" x 5-1/4 n 9 '-2" 1. 00 9.20 f 
Blocking 111 X zn 14' .07 .98 I 
Blocking 1" x 3" 5' .09 .45 
Stops 1" x 3" 31 ' • 09 2 • 79' f. 
Stops 3/4 n x 3/4" 31' • OJ~ 1. 09 l 
Brick mold 18'-8" .17t 3.26 It 
3/ 4" i rd. 15' .o3t • .53 
Interior trim back band 26 '-8" .06 1 •. 60 I 
Interior trim 5/8" x 2-5/8" 7 1 -10" .09 • 70 
Utility sash 3 9.62 28.86 
Glass 30/31 3 1.41 5.67 
Mullion trim 4' -211 • 09 .38 I 
Corner trim 3/4 x 4-1/8 1'-8" .30 .20 
Corner trim 3/4 x 4-7/8 1'-8'' .30 .20 
Corner trim 3/4 x 3-5/8 2 '-8tt • 30 .36 1' 
Corner trim 3/4 x 4-3/8 2'-8" .3-Q I · .·3146 t 3/4 t rd. 4t-6" .oJt ~ i $61.93 I 
--1 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST T $82 .48 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
C0!1PLETE COST OF I NDIVIDUAL WINDOHS 
[Type I Quantities and Labor Hours 




rl ··. ;r~t b!!~ing 
Full sill 















J/4'ff t rd. 
8-1/4 hrs. 
40 min. 
1-5/8n X 3~l/8n 
2" x 4" cut 
l-5/8tt x 5-l/4n 
l" X 2tl 
111 X 311 
1" X 3n 
3/4" X 3/4n 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/8U 
30/57 
3/4 X 4-l/8 
3/4 X 4-7/8 
3/4 X 3-5/8 
3/4 X 4-3/8 
TOTAL LABOR AND MATERIAL COST 


























_f 1~age Rate or 1• Cost per Unit f ~u I Material Price· 1-·--La_b_o.;-IMaterial-~ 
I 
I ~ 2.35 $19.49 f ll 
2 .12t J.dtg I 





















1 s 4 .• 59 1-
1 9:~6 1 I 1·:~~ I 
I 3.87 
I. 1.51 3.96 
1 .53 
I 1 .• 84 .70 
































3/4tt Quarter Rd. 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIbUAL 1,JINDOWS 
Quantities and Labor Hours 
14 3/4 hrs. 
60 min. 
1-5/811 X 3-l/8U 
2n x 4" cut 
l-5/8U X 5-l/4U 
1" X 2'1 
1" X 311 
1" X 311 
3/4" X 3/411 
back band 
5/8" X 2-5/811 
30/44 
3/4'1 X 4-1/8" 
3/4tt X 4-7/8U 
3/4" X 3-5/8" 




















r 1.Jage Rate ----,- Cost per Un~ 
.J or ~~ 
l ·,J 2.35 ) 34.66 l 
I 2.12* 2.12 I 
~ 036.78 I I 



































. • 34 l 
19 ~>12~ 
TOTAL LABOR AND ~\TERIAL COST v: ~160.85 _ 1 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - CO~WOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL WINDOllS 
I 1~age Rate ~- - Co~t~er u;~ 










1 w~ T:SRIAL: 
















1-5/811 X 3-1/8" 
2n x 4" cut 
l-5/8tt X 5-1/4lf 
·Itt X 211 
1" X 3" 
1n X 3n 
3/4tt X 3/4" 
back band 
5/8» X 2-5/8H 
I j 











I ~} 2 35 I A 4 70 I I ,( . I ' . I 
' i t I .50 I 1 
.Ilt t· t 1.oo I 
































STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDI\nDUAL KITCHEN-UTILITY CLOSETS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
--------------------------------~r--w-ag_e_0~~-a-t-e----rr==--~C~o-s~t-pe--r~U~nl~.t~--~~~----
J Material PrictLab;:-T~erial Com nent I -~--r--. Material Quantities and Labor Hours 
lABOR 
Kitchen-Utility Closet - Carpenter 
Lnbor 
Door Hanging - Carpenter 
Back-up Partition (Framing & Dry Wall) 
16 hrs.l e 2.35/hr $37.60 
5.5 hrs. 1.50/hr I 8.25 
4 hrs •
1 
2 .35/hr 9.40 l4C 
9 LF 2.96/LF I 26.64 * 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
MATERIAL 
Exterior Finish ·1 " Gypsum Sheetrock 48 SF 
Interior Finish tn Plyt..rood 64 SF 
Floor and Shelves 3/411 Plywood 64 SF 
Shelf Sup:p-Jrts 1 tt x 2" - #2 Fir 5 BF 
Shelf Supports & Framing 2n x 2" - #2 Fir 15 BF 
Framing_ 2" x 4" - #2 Fir 59 BF 
Ceiling Cove 1 3/ 4" x 3/ 4" 10 LF 
Corner Bead 1 3/8., x 1 3/811 8 LF 
Casing 3/4n x 3/411 Backhand 33 LF 
Door 2'6n x 6 18" x 1 3/811 Birch 
Door 
Hollow Core 
1 1611 x 6t8n x 1 3/8" Birch 
Hollm.r Core 
Door 2'8" x 716n x 1 3/811 Birch 
Hollo,., Core 
Lock Sets AlOS Plymouth Design 
Butt Hinges J~n x Jt'' FBT-Chrome 
Partitions, rear and one side 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
























11.65 I .40 1.35 I 5.38 
.75 I 13F .40 13F 2.47 l4B 
I 17.17 14C 















STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - CO}WOSITE COST STUDY 
COV~LETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL KITCHEN-UTILITY CLOSETS 




Labor Materia 1 Quanti ties and La bor_H_o __ u __ r_s _______ J-M_a __ t_e_r_i_a_l_Pr_i_c_e --+1--
LABOR 
Kitchen-Utility Closet - Carpenter 
Labor 
Door Hanging - Carpenter 
Back-up Partition (Framing & Dry V.Jall) 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
MATERIAL 
Exterior Finish t" Gypsum Sheetrock 
Interior Finish t'' Pl~.vood 
Floor and Shelves 3/4" Ply-wood 
Shelf Supports 1n x 2n - #2 Fir 
Shelf Supports & Framing 2" x 2n - #2 Fir 
Framing 211 x 4" - #2 Fir 
Ceiling Cove 1 3/4" x 3/4" 
Corner Eead 1 3/8" x 1 3/811 
Casing 3/4u x 3/411 Backband 
Door 2t6n x 618" x 1 3/8" 
Hollow Core 
Door 1'6" x 6t8n x I 3/811 
Hollo1.r Core 
Door 2' gn x 7' 6n x 1 3/811 
Hollow Core 
Lock Sets AlOS Plymouth Design 
Butt Hinges 3tn x 3tn FBT-Chrome 
Partitions, rear and one side 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOTAL LABOR & MATERIAL COST 
15.19 hrs. 

















































per Unit ( -~ 






¢ 2.82 I 
6.40 I I 
1?.42 I I ·,48 
3.42 I 6.48 
1.05 13F I 
.40 13F I 










* Combination of Composite Cost from Components ···9-Parti tion Framing, lJD-Wallboard~· and···J:3'E-Perf-A..-Tape• ··· ·· ,.,;., _.. .. , .. . B 
STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL KITCHEN-UTILITY CLOSETS 
Material & labor Component 17, unless other·.rise noted 




I Wage0~ate I Cost per Un-it __ _. 




Kitchen-Utility Closet - Carpenter 
Labor 
Door Hanging - Carpenter 
Back-up Partition (Framing & Dry Wall) 
TOTAL PRODUCTION LABOR COST 
MATERIAL 
Exterior Finish i" Gypsum Sheetrock 
Interior Finish i" PlY'.rood 
Floor and Shelves 3/4" Plywood 
Shelf Supports 1" x 2" - #2 Fir 
Shelf Supports & Framing 2" x 2" - #2 Fir 
Framing 2" x 4" - #2 Fir 
Ceiling Cove 1 3/411 x 3/4n 












34 LF Casing 3/4" x 3/4, Backhand 





Partitions, rear and one 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
Hol1oT..r Core 
1'6n x 6'8u x 1 3/8" Birch 
Holloq· Core 
2 1811 x 7 1611 x 1 3/811 Birch 
Hollo1.r Core 
AlOS Plymouth Design 
2 
2 












































99.26 I I 
TOTAL LABOR & Ml'l.TERIAL COST I I $160~76 





















Material & Labor Component 17, unless other l.fise noted 
------~-----------------Cost per Unit 1 vlage Rate 
Material Quantities and Labor Ho~--==t_-Materi~~ Pr._ic_e_t--_La_bor Material 
LABOR 
Carpenter 1 • .3 hr /IF x 12.3 = 16 hrs. 
Labor .6 hr/LF x 12.3 = 7.4 hrs. 
Door Hanging 2 hrs/dr or 10 hrs. 
Sheetrock Installation 3.23 hrs. 
Cove MOulding Installation .5 hrs. 























1 5/8" X 5 3/41t 
1 3/811 X 211 
1 3/8" X 211 
1 3/8" x Jtn 
1 3/8" X 3i" 
1 3/8tt X 3tn 
l/2n x 2" 
7/8" X 7/8" 
1 3/4" X 3/4" 
3/4" X 3/4" 
211 X 2" 
2" X 411 
1" X 411 ,....-. 
3/4" 
3/4" 
1" X 4n 
1" X 2" 
1 3/811 X 71611 


















































































Page 2 of 2 Pages STAFF HOUSING RESF.ARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLF.TE COST OF INDIVIDUAL CLOSET UNITS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unl0ss other,,ri se noted 
Wage Rate C()st per Unit 
or 
Type Material Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price Labor Material Component 
I 
"A" t MATERIAL CONT. Butt Hinges Jtn x Jtn 7t pr. $ 2.08 $15.60 14D 
12'4" Lock Set ll.lOS Plymouth design 5 pes. 3.80 19.00 14D 
Long Closet Hooks 3/4" 18 pes •. .24 4.32 28A 
Adj. Metal Shelf Strips, 
Ni~kel Plate · 52 LF .043 2.24 28A 
Shelf Rest-Nickel Plated 40 pes~ .014 .56 28A 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 214.42 
.. ~ TOTAL LABOR & ¥£TERIAL COST $294.38 
l I I 
£, 
Page 2 of 2 pages 
Type 
I 
"Bn I l 













STAFF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL CLOSET UNITS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
\vage Ratt: 
or 
Material Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price 
·-
MATERIAL, cont. 
Shelf strips 1" X 211 1.3 BF $ .08 
Doors 1-3/811 X 71-611 X 2f-41l 4 18.96 
Butt hinges J-1/211 X 3-1/2" 6 pr. 2.08 
Lock sets AlOS Plymouth de sign 4 3.80 
Closet hooks 3/4n 18 pes. .24 
Adj. metal shelf strip nickel plated 26 LF .043 
Shelf rest, nickel plated 26 pes. .014 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 
TOT.AL LABOR AND MATERiaL CObT 
I 
Cost per Unit 
Labor Material Component 
I I ~1., .10 I 'W 75.84 14C 12.48 l4D 
15.20 l4D 
4.32 28.A 
1.12 I 28A 
.36 28A 
182.10 








Page 1 of 2 pages 
ST~FF HOUSING RESE!JlCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COHPLETE COST OF Il'TDIVIDUJ.L CLOSET UNITS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
Wage Rate Cost per Unit 
or 
Type Material Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price Labor Material Component 
I 
I 
"Bn I IJ .. BOR 
10' -9111 
Carpenter 1.3 hrs./LF x 10.6 = 13.8 hrs. fp 2.35 $32 .43 
Labor 
.6 hrs./LF x 10.6 = 6.4 hrs. 1.50 9.60 I 
long I Door hanging 2 hrs./door 8 hrs. 2.35 18.80 
I 
Sheetrock installation 2.81 brs. 2.35 6.60 
Cove mould installation .5 hrs. 2.35 1.17 
I 
... I TOT~L PRODUCTION LABOR COST 68.60 
I 
I 
Mi .. TERil' .. L 
2 Headers l-5/8il X 5-3/41l 10' -?l' .65/LF $ 14.30 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 2ft 7'-8" .25/LF 4.00 I 2 Posts l-3/81t X 211 7'-8n .25/LF 4.00 2 Posts 1-3/811 X 3-l/4lf 71-811 .35/LF 5.60 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 3-1/4" 7'-8n .35/LF 5.60 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 3-1/4" 7'-8" .35/LF 5.60 
1n r.ound clothes rod 8 LF .10 .80 
Filler l/211x 2n 28 LF .08 2.24 
Cove moulding 1-3/411 X 3/411 22 LF .075 1.65 13F 
Cove moulding 7/81l X 7/81l 16 LF .035 .56 13F 
Backband J/4" X 3/4" 16 LF .075 1.20 14B 
Blocking 211 X 2" 12 BF .09 1.08 
Blocking 211 X 4n 14.7 BF .09 1.32 
Bracing 111 X 411 10 BF .08 .80 
Gypsum sheetrock 1/2" 93 SF .04 3.72 





Page 1 of 2 pages 
STAFF HOUSING P~SEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPlETE COST OF I11DIVIDUL.L CLOSET tfl\:ITS 
Haterial & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
Wage Rate 
or 
Type £.iaterial Quantities and Labor Hours Jvla terial Price 
nett LABOR 
Carpenter 1.3 hrs./LF x 8.6 = 11.18 hrs. $ 2.35/hr. 
8'-8" Labor • 6 hrs./LF x 8.6 - 5.2 hrs. 1. 50/br • 
long Door hanging 2 hrs ./door 6 hrs. 2.35/hr. 
Sheetrock installation 2.29 hrs. 2.35/hr. 
Cove mould installation .5 hrs. 2.35/hr. 
TOTAL F.ROpUCTION ~~illOR COST 
EATER.IAL I 2 Headers 1-5/811 X 5-3/4tt 8 1-711 .65/LF 
I 2 Posts 1-3/8H X 211 7 1-Stt .25 LF 
2 Posts l-3/8ll X 211 7 1-811 .25 LF 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 3-l/4t1 71-8n .35 LF 
2 Posts l-3/8n x 3-l/4tt 7'-8" .35 LF 
1n Round Clothes Rod 6 LF .10 
Filler 1/211 X 211 26 LF .08 
Cove moulding 1-3/411 X 3/411 18 LF .075 
Cove moulding 7/811 X 7/8!1 16 LF .035 
Blocking 211 X 211 9.3 BF .09 
Blocking 2n X 411 12.0 BF .09 
Bracing ln X 4n 8.0 BF .08 
1/211 Gypsum sheetrock 76 SF .04 
Plywood panels 3/4t1 16 SF .182 
I Plywood shelves 32 SF I .182 
Shelf strips lil X 411 3.3 BF .08 
Shelf strips 111 X 2" 1.0 BF .08 
Doors 1-J/811 X 7 t -6" X 2 1-6tl 3 19.66 
Cost per Unit 
-































STAFF HOUSING RESE.lffiCH ffiOJECT - COl1POSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COOT OF INDIVIDU:~L CLOSET UNITS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
V~terial ~uantities and Labor Hours 
IvlfiTERIJU., Cont. 
Butt hinges 3-1/2" x 3-1/2" 4-1/2 pr. 
Lock sets, AlOS Plymouth design 3 
Closet hooks 3/ 4" 12 
Adj. metal shelf strips, nickel plated 26 LF 
Shelf rest, nickel plated 20 pes. 
TOTAL 1'1ATERIAL COST 









Cost per Unit . I 
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STl1FF HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COHPLETE COST OF I~TDIVIDU.AL CLOSET UNI'IS 
Material & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
\.Jage Rate Cost per Unit 
or 
Type Material Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price Labor Material Component 
I 
nnn I LABOR Carpenter 1.3 hrs./LF x 7.9 = 10.3 hrs. $ 2.35/hr. $24.20 
gr-Qtt I Labor • 6 hrs./ LF x 7.9 = 4.7 hrs. 1. 50/hr • 7.05 
long Door hanging 2 hr./ door 6 hrs. 2.35/hr. 14.10 
Cove moulding installation • 5 hr. 2.35/hr. 1.17 
I TOTAL PRODUCTION LbBOR COST 46.52 
MaTERIAL 
2 Headers 1-5/8" X 5-3/411 8'-0" .65/LF $ 10.40 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 21f 7'-8" .25/LF 4.00 
2 Posts 1-3/8" X 2n 7'-811 .25/LF 4.00 
2 Posts 1-3/811 X 3-1/4" 7'-8" .35/LF ·5.60 
2 Posts 1-3/8" X 3-1/4" 7'-81t .35/LF 5.60 ' . 
I 111 round clothes rod 6 LF • 10/LF .60 
Filler 1/2" X 2" 44 LF .08/LF . 3.-52 
Cove moulding 1-J/4" X 3/411 12 LF .10 LF 1.20 13F 
Blocking 2" X 2" 10 BF .09/BF .90 
Blocking 211 X 411 10.7 BF .09/BF .96 
Bracing 1" X 4n 8 BF .08/BF .64 
Plywood panels 3/4" 16 SF .182/SF 2.91 
Shelves 24 SF .182/SF 4.37 
Shelf strips 111 X 411 .3.3 BF .08/BF .26 
Shelf strips 1n x 211 1.0 BF .08/BF .08 
J 
Doors 1-3/811 X 7 t 6" X 2 t -611 · 3 19.66 58.98 l4C 
I Butt hinges 3-1/211 X 3-1/2" 4-1/2 pr. I 2.08 I I 9.36 I 14D 
Lock sets AlOS Plymouth design 3 3.80 11.40 l4D 
I ;J. 







STAFF HOUSING RESEfJRCH P.ROJECT - COMPOSITE COST STUDY 
COMPLETE COST OF INDIVIDUAL CLOSET UNITS 
~1aterial & Labor Component 17, unless otherwise noted 
Wage Rate 
or 
Material Quantities and Labor Hours Material Price 
HATERIAL, cont. 
Closet hooks 3/4" 12 pes. $ .24 
Adj. metal shelf strips, nickel plated 26 LF .043/LF 
Shelf rests, nickel plated 20 pe-s. .014 
TOTAL l'-1i.i.TERIJ.L COST 
TOTLL lJl.BOR LND W.TERill.L COST 
I 
Cost per Unit 
Labor Material Component 






I I I I 
lr. 
